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SHORTEST TERM
ON RECORD
$1200 Collected in Fines—Hold-up
Men Fined.

REMINGTON

UMC
The Remington Cabs find a slide
action handy for the big fellow*

WM

\

' / / 7HIGH
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r if l e -

The Remington-UMC Slide A ction Repeater

i

G

ETTING in touch with the shooting fraternity all over the
country, as we do, we find a very considerable number of
Remington-UMC users who want a Remington-UMC slide
action repeater in a high power model—one heavy enough for practically
any type of game that is found on this continent.
The answer to this demand is the new Remington-UMC High Power
Slide Action Repeating Rifle. During the few months these rifles have
been on the market, several hundred of them have been put into use.
The testimony of the owners is that they are emphatically a success.
Your Remington-UMC dealer has these repeating rifles.in stock or will get you one.
Don't buy a high power repeater until you have seen it. It is the gun you want.

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge C o.

4

299 Broadway. New York

| Mountain View House
Mountain View, Maine

&

O U A N A S IC H E L O D G E ,

QUEER ACCIDENT
BOY TAKEN TO
TO PHILLIPS MAN
REFORM SCHOOL

Maine.

NORWAY PINES AND SUNSET GAMPS

LA N D OF FULFILMENT. GRAND AND DOBSIS LAKES Washington County. Maine.
“ PROVEN’ ’ Best in Fishing Possibilities. ‘ 'ACKNOWLEDGED” Best in Hunting Possibilities
B-est watered and wooded for the vacationist, Mecca for the sufferer from Hay Fever, Old fashioned
Booking. Home made condiments. Running;water. Openlfire places, Sanitary drainage, Circulars.
W. G, ROSE, Grand Lake Stream, Washington County, Maine

K E N N E B A G O T R A IN S E R V IC E , E F F E C T IV E JUNE 2o, 19L3
Leave Bjston. 8.65 a. m.. 10.00 a. m. Leave Portland. 7.40 a. m.. 1.10 p.m. Arrive a1
Kennebago 12.50 p. m , 6 10 p. m. except Sundays. NOTE—One way and round trip tick"
ets to Kennebagj are on sale at all princioal ticket offic«» in New York. Boston and other
citiej.
L^ave Konnebago 6 30 a. m., 12.30 p. m. Arr. Portland 11.30 a. m , 5.30 p.m .
Arr. Boston 8.15 p m.. 3.30 p m . 9.05 p. m.. 9 00 p. m. except Sundays.
THROUGH PARLOR CARS.
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L A K E W O O D G A M P S , M ID D L E D A M , M A IN E
One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
Lake, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river
affords the best of fly-fishing. Camps -with or without bathroom.
For particulars write for free circular to
G A P T . E. F. GOB U R N .
M ID D L E D A M , MVUNE
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S EASON

Marble’s Jointed Rifle Rod —the only one that will not
bend nor break. Three brass sections, with two steel jointconnections. Smooth extension-ends perfectly fit the holes
beyond the threads in the brass sections and prevent side
strain on screw. See cut above.
This is the safe rod. Absolutely rigid. Accurately
m ade swivel insures a thorough cleaning, because cleaner
revolves and precisely follows the rifling.
Marble’s Rifle Cleaner made of sections of soft brass
•:;j gauze washers closely strung on twisted steel spring wire,
:*•' follows the twist and cleans every angle of the rifling. No
more polishing of the bore's surface, but a thoro cleaning.
Free Sample of Nitro-Solvent Oil and Big Free Catalog
of Guns and Unusual Outing Specialties sent you .for your
dealer’s name. Write
MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.,
550 Delta Ave.,
Gladstone, Mich.

Only, four and one-half days were
needed to complete the business be
fore the court v-liich. is the short
est tiwie on record for a Septemb
MARBLE’S
er term.
$1200 was paid to en
rich! the county treasury.
The
largest fine was paid by Bernard
Fitzgerald oi£ Haverhill, Mass., who
■was one of the hold-up men at Dev
il’s Elbowf this spring.
The fine
amo-untied to $'500.
The case against Norriis HackA very queer accident occurred to
ett of Phillips was nol passed upon Mr. H. J. H,escock some week's ago
motion of the County Attorney Mor which has necessitated an operation.
rison upon payment of $50 cost. Mr. and Mrs. Hescock returned
Mr. Haokett was found guilty of the Monday from Rumford where he
charge of cruelty heating a horse went for treatment and the operar
by the Farminigton Municipal Court, tion.
■*
was fined $1.00 and costs for which
After the fire which occurred at
j decree was made to the Supreme their mill some weeks ago they wer
I Court.
blasting rocks for the foundation oif
Orie E. Dow of RangeLey, who had the mew boiler room and Mr. Hesbeen im jail since February wais cock sitodd in a nearby window. A
discharged, the indictment being piece of the rock hit him and lodgplaced on file.
! ednear his windpipe, although
cf
During the term 12 divorces were |course at the time it: was not sup- |granted.
|posed that anything had entered the
|wound. •He was- quite fill and did
not seem to gain, and, Mr. Hescock
NORRIS CORNER FOUND
made the remark that he believed
On Aug. 14, Mr. Elias Thomas of there was a piece of his shirt lodgPortland sent his outdoors busin Ied as1 a piece was taken cut and had

For further particulars write or address

|
L. E. B 0W L E Y ,
| Mountain View,
*
*
*

PRICE 4 CEN TS

David Richardson of Strong took
Ellery Luce of Farmington to the
reform school in Portland Monday
where he is to remain until he is
twenty cue years of age.
k
The boy who is only fifteen years,
was arrested for stealing $357; of
Mrs. Della Gould on June 10.
After
securing the money Luce went on a
little sporting expedition to Taim*
ton, Mats., where he succeeded in
getting away with the money in less
than a. week.
When he was taken
he had less than $5 on his person.

HIGH SCHOOL
HAS CORN ROAST

ess ma Mr. Cole to Phillips to look uot Loen found
As he did net gain his scri-in
Tuesday Prof. R. M. Keyes had a;
out Certain lots ifn No. 6.
Mr. Cole
mafic thorough work of tlxi? jab law- Dr’ E ' A' Shc* h>'
himi t0 corn roast back of his house for \
which was to find and establish the j Rumford alld ilt wa® deem'ed advis" the benefit of the High schopL
Every member cf the
lines of lots Nos. 12, and 13 R. 10 able to have an operation which was scholars.
in No. 6.
Mr. Cole secured the successfully performed by Dr. \Y. school and nearly all the teachers
The prospects for
services of W. S. Hodges to go with T. Rowe, assisted by Dr. E. A. Shee were present.
him to the land where Geo. E. Dole ny and a piece o f reck and the athletics this fall were discussed at
lumbered s<>mo years ago.
, They piece of shirt Was removed.
some length by the members of the
Mr. Hiesocck is recovering nicely
found the land the first day and
school.
Much enthusiasm! was man
i during their work made an im and feels that he fls fortunate not ifested over basket ball and an
to be in a worse condition as the |
portant discovery.
They found a' j
athletic exhibition.
Ex- Superin
j Norris corner on am ,old beech ! physicians states that there w-as a j tendent, N. P. Noble, made ^an in
! stump with Norris’ surveyor’ s mark, I great danger of blood poison if the ; teresting address to the assemble
; particles had remained there much
viz; X. J. N. 1S23.
which took im nearly all the phases
I longer.
of school life.
Rev. M. S. Hutch
From this Norris plan on June 28,
ins also spoke some interesting
1820 one was mad© by J.
Young
NORTH F RA NKL I N GRANGE
words.
Floyd Reed, captain of
; Scanimon.
From Scammon's plan
H. P. Diill made his .plan on Feb.
Saturday afternoon North Frank the base ball team, Antonio Croteau,
i 7, 1873.
lin Grange worked the third a'ud captain of basket ball, Reynold: Grafj Augustus M. Carter of Berlin Mills fourth degrees on a class of seven; fam and Malcholn Barker also made
The High school
Cc. copied the Dill plan on April -6, Fred Abbott, Emma Yeung, Flora short speeches.
1905.
Kelley, Rose Smith, Anna Beal, A l cheers were given helped! out by
The some- members of the band who
May the whiter suggest to those fred Morton, Ida Morton,
interested that this fall word'd be wbrk was nicely done and much 1kiindly came with their instruments,
a good time to make this first chi credit is due the degree* staff and
He Knew.
corner permanent.
Tt bas been their captain, Mamie Noble, for it
Teacher—"Tommy,
you are too
There
hunted for so he has been told a means lots c f hard wprk.
great an idler. Do you know what be
great many times and the records j are several in waiting for the first comes of people who won’t work.?"
have been locked for in a vault in ! and second degrees, whic.lv will be Tommy—“ Yessum. They gets sup
the State House. I
worked at the next meeting, Sat- ported by the rest of the family.”—
Judge.
D. F. Hodges,
! urday afternoon,, Sept. 27.
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Individal Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and ||
Is Stream and Catch Trout. Telephone. W rite for Booklet. Daily Mail. ||

JULIAN K. VILES & SON,

TIM, FRANKLIN CO., MAINE

The most wonderful hunting in Maine is on the
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BLAKESLEE PRESERVE OF 30,000 ACRES.
We guarantee you a shot at a deer. Birds are more numerous than
ever before. If you want real hunting, write
JOE W h i t e , Eustis, Maine, for booklet and particulars.
Skinner. Maine after October 1.

THE SEASON FOR
BIG GAME SHOOTING
IN MAINE
Is rapidly approaching and the prospects for a most
successful season in that mecca for all deer hunters, the

Rangeley and Dead River Region

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

was never better.
A postal card addressed to the undersigned will bring
you full information contained in our booklet HUNTING.

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing

F. N. B E A L , G. P. H.,

Phillips, Maine.

Advertise in Maine Woods!

It pays.

GOLF, TENNIS,
,

MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING

W rite fo r B ook let th a t will tell You all about it.

| RAN G ELEY LAKES H O TEL CO ., Rangeley, Maine

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, SEPTEMBER 18, 1913
stock,
Ho has old Izaak beat a mileFor b e’s n.ever known fco’ve mis&ed
a smile.
On a trip quite recent— sad to
relate
H.e found himself so short of
bait
That Fred thought ho’d use a, mew1
1 kind of fly
And hooked poor dear Monty
right under the eye.
But when the leaves turn1red and
gold!
And the days growi short and
cold,
He gathers round him young and
old
T o eat and drink their fill.
We wish him> God’s choicest
'blessings,
,
F or many happy years
Here’s to our good friend Monty
W e give our heartiest cheers.”

BOWER
B IR D S
L IK E
B R IG H T
how or other.
G AUD Y COLORS.
In the great pool belowi the fallte
they congregate.
Young salmon— i
grilse— of three o r four '"pounds, I- The Bower Bird of Australia is
adults of 10 to 12 pounds, big fel- |remarkable chiefly for its habit o f
iows of 20, 30 and even mor.e pounc*
build u g —quite apart front its nest—
pause here to r-eist before making
the supreme effort for that' great a bower, or run, constructed ap
parently as a playground, to satisfy
leap.
r
Above the falls the river advance aesthetic tastes, and to form a place
with a rush and pours In broken in which the co ck bird may display
repeating shotgun, Alodel ZB, is a hne-appearing, beautifullymasses into the pool below. Dash himself before his mate.
balanced gun, without any objectionable humps or bumps; no holes on top for gas to blow out
The run
through or water to get in; can’t freeze up with rain, snow, or sleet; it’ s solid steel breech
ing spray
and flyiing foam are in question consists of a k.lnd o f
(not
a
shell
of
wood)
permits
a
thoroughly
symmetrical
gun
without
sacrificing
strength
or
V n o i <x M ie n u t
,
* *i*.
'
,;_ig
shotgun
ever built.
_
everywhere.
And from all this corridor, some; tw o feet long, made
1 C'.
l r » ------------1/ J n c iM n
oc
11
_____
________
e rie s »
u v» , u „ , w . ________
Press Button Cartridge
smother of mist and whirling wgters of twigs and dry grass.
The( walls
Ejection—Matted Barrel (which costs $4.00 extra on other guns)- ___ _ _
Release (to remove loaded cartridges quickly from magazine without working through action)
the
river
surges
upward
to
the
of
this
bend
toward
one
another
at
Double Extractors—
Take-Down
Feature—Trigger
and
Hammer
Safety.
Handles
rapidly;
U U ia ---.
—----- ------ _
■ shooting
• j- - ability; price ctonHar»t
l ^ A m “ A ” gun, $22.60.
guaranteed- in
standard tGrade
smoother rims below. The pool just the top and sometimes even meet,
7% e772arfjn firea rm s G>.,
Send 3 stamps postage for big catalog describing No.
below the drop o f the fall is alive so that the run becomes a tunnel.
28 A, B, C, D, T and Trap Special and all other
33 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.
JTlarZin repeating rifles and shotguns. Do it now!
with moving, striving, jumping sal At each opening to it objects o f
adornment) are; collected— shells,
mon.
Some dash through the curtain of brightly colored berries/ and leaves,
falling waters into the water-worn brill,ant flowers, piece® o f glaas*
recesses underneath the lip of the scraps of metal; indeed, anything
shelf.
All along ti.e face are ju m p  the bird can, find a,nd deems suit
The cheers then; echoed through ing salmon—all jumping at the fall; able.
The ornamentation, further,
the woods and over the lake and fun there are several in the air at
is not -confined, to entrance and exit;
went on.
Miss McTnereney o'ffor.°d
BY FLY ROD
once.
Many fish only thrust head the choicest piece® of all are plac
an original song and all w ©-«* p ^ e d
and shoulders or half' the body out ed in the run itself.
Photographs
to join' in the chorus to this tune
o f water as if inspect lug the fall of the birds were takein with co n 
of “ Roll, Roll, Roll” “ Monty' play
and measuring the bight of the siderable difficulty, for the bird® are
How quickly we all pas® the mile! This was the menu:
ing the harp and! this is the song:
Steamed darns a la Neal
jump, and this the natives! declare very shy.
Patience was rewarded,
stones' of life” apd if we add to
Then Monty’d rotw-r^-'^-” '" they do.
however, and after an hour’s, waiit
Oh
dear
old
Rangeley
he
would
the happiness c f others when we
More clams
Big and little essay the jump. the observers heard a -flutter o f
row-row-morw.
reach them, lioW, much! better and,
The
time and the place for the su wings' which signalled the arrival o f
A fiish he wanted, which
brighter they are to us.
Friday, Lobsters a la Ricker
preme effort is at hand; on and ove a cock bird.
The cock, carrying a
He’d cast for now and/ them;,
September 12, was the birthday,1 o f
is what must be.
And so they long straiv! in his beak, gazed cu r
She would tell him when;
A. Montgomary, Jr., of Brooklyn, N. Broiled chicken a la: Fowler
dare the leap.
The three-pound iously at the intruders and then,
He’d wait around and fool around
Y., who for many years lias been
grilse clear the air like bars of gaining confidence, flew to the run.
And then; he’d! cast again.
an annual guest c|f, the Mountain Codn on cob a la Lewis
polished silver; the mature fish of This he inspected closely and quick
And then he’d) row-row-row,View House and during these years
12 pounds, the big ones of 20 and ly; raowj altering the position o f a
has continually added to his host Fruit
■Coffee A little further he would row oh,
the
leviathans c f 30 poundb or piece o f glass or carrying it out
oh,
oh.
of friends loyal and true ajnd it Cigars, cigarettes and all the fix 
more, all are trying.
Out o f all side; now displacing some of the
Then his hoeik he did spy
is ever his delight to make them ings.
4
Which was lacking a fly, •
the turmoil and welter they spring.
happy.
For several years Septem
berries; next giving a sexies of calls,
There
over
the
open
coals
Even the little ones no more than plaintive and as though1 irritated.
ber 12, has beens celebrated: by a close
by,
the
dam s
were Aind then he’d-oh, oh, oh,
birthday supper given given by Mr. steaming,, the lobsters and chicken
six inches long pop up three or four This solitary game is but a repetMontgomery to a few) friends on broiling, the corn and coffee boil Some days he’d row-row-row.
feet into the air.
By actual count Iition o f that! which the cock' bird
the lake shore.
The spot chosen’ ing and such a delicious feast. Why, From Mountain View House he
the fish are jumping at the rate j performs in the presence o f his
would row-row-row,
is .now known as1 “ Monty-grove, guide Fowler is a wonder, and how
of 30 to 50 a mW.iute for hours, the mate. As soon a\s the, hen approach
Bow.ley land on Rangeley lake” and the crowd disposed o f the big sup The fish he cast for
period o f the greatest activity being es, th.e cock shows extreme agita
Lived beneath, the bridge and so
there with1 Fred Fowler his guide, ply of good things can not be
the middle of the day. The sal tion, his feathers are ruffled, and
To
it
he
would
go.
Mr. Montgomery and (friendis have told for were there ever such, dam s
mon seeani to sense the least dis he giives vent to loud criies.
A fter
worked for days until the place was and lobsters right from, the sea ever He’d wait around and get so dry
tance, and so the low shelf near that h.e begins further to attract
and
was
so
glad
to
know,
like eci enchanted fancy land when served in this region?
When the
the middle is the favorite place for the hen bird’s attention, running
That she would row-row-row.
on Friday evening the guests: who last shell of dam and lobster had
trial.
toward her and from her, throwing
Out
with
the
eggnogs
she
would
left the hotel in row and) motor been removed and the coffee was
j Jumpts of all kinds are In the aiir, some of the objects he had gather
row,
oh,
oh,
oh,
boats reached the deck and the host served “ Mcuty” called upon Mrs.
|here a feeble one c f only a foot ed in her direction.
Then, as' she
Oh the drinks s^a would serve
welcomed “ Commodore” F. A. New>- Lewiis to take his seat and act as
or two, her.© one of four or five enters the run, he circles about her.
Would
rtiaew
all
his
nerve'
lifn o;f Bclstcn; Mr. and Mrs. I. New toast mistress while the wonderful
feet, there cine of 10 and some e v e n ly such manner the couple will m eet
And then they’d row-row-row.
ton Lewis of Greenwitchl; Conn.; harp was brought and he at the
12 feet.
Some hurl themselves twice a day,, in the morning and
Miss Kathaine Mclnereney, Brook other end of the table on a high
Iu New York town he’d walked,
straight at the descending water in the afternoon.
The cock bird
lyn, N. Y.; Mrsi. Geo. Ricker, Port seat now and then called for a song
Way up to Harlem he had, walked only to be beaten down; others are j alone builds the bowier, and, if his
land; F. A. Neal, Brookhine, Massi; Gifts were offered and bright and
walked-w Miked,
diverted in direction, and many turn mate should be late, be goes out
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby, Phillips; witty were the toasts, each extende
A cal’ he made there,
somersets in midair.
The falls aud fetches her.
The bird’s clevMr. and Mrs. W. Roger -Fronafield. with good wishes and congratula
Which he never will forget;
May Ian, Penn.; Mrs. Rett. Haw tions to their friend the great fly
seem a final harrier, doubt takes : eihiess is not confined to the ca rryShe was a suffragette;
possession o f tine spectator. when ing of shells and other articles fo r
kins, Miss E. Hawkins, Roy Haw fisherman and Mr. Lewis’ read the
She talked to him about-the vote
kins, Providence, R. I.; Mr. and following original poemof a siudden cut o f the depths, like the adornment o f the bower.
It
*
That women were to get.
Mrs. Herman Wirz, Moyla.n Penn.
an arrow from a bow, shoots a sal|- j can give calls like the cackling o f
And then she talked talked'talked
i mon, high and with graceful curve, :a b.en, the barking o f a dog, th e
There on the shore bright fires “ From Restiyouche to Kennebago,
About prohibition which the world
As
soon
as
the
ice
gees
out,1
j clear over and above the edge.
A j soumd of metal struck, and the cry
were burning on the rocks that had
in need of stood,
been piled so ais to form/ an. open Awakens from his winter sleep
i clean, jump of 10 feet, and a 12- i of the, hawk.
This last accom plishBut
when
tht
time
came
to
fire place where over the coals iron Archie, Van Winkle Montgomery
pound
fish
has
fallen
on
the
shelf.
;
rnent
is
cf
great
use, for it, seaxee
dine
scout.
rods were arranged for the broil
- Watch the struggle as tble floods away many a small bird who m ight
Oh,
oh,
oh,
ers.
All around the woods were Then with dimerad studded golden
sweep down upon him.
Fins and otherwise intrude.
As the decora
rod
1
hung Japanese lanterns and! freon
and the chorus was sung with hear the powerful tail are instantly at tive flowers or berries wither theythe trees red lights were burning And old dug out canoe,
ty good will.
work; all speed ahead its the siginal. are removed and replaced by fresh
and a lerg table under th^ trees, His luck he tries, with bugs and
The friends far away were not Will he hold,? Will he make it? ones.—Boston’ Herald.
dElies
1
was haindsomely decorated with wild
forgotten as letters and telegrams Th^e fish is making frantic efforts.
flowers and forest greens, candles In every breck he knows.
proved and it is hoped the absent The tail is vibrating at its m ax
Then
later
on
when
summer
guests
HANDSOME D E S C R IP T IV E BO O K
were hurtling andi the place cards
c<n>es will he present next year.
imum:; then a slight upward motion
The woods begin to fill
o f birchJ bank, the menus' that
LET.
Later it was discovered that iin amd tip1 o f tail marking its course,
were ordered from' Boston were un He tells them all without a blush
the woods near by “ Mr. Plugger” is seen, and faster and faster, with
A 98-page booklet just issued b y
ique and pretty made of gnoen with, Of escapades that thrill.
and “ Miss Pankhust” were stand spurts o f water frc-m dorsal
fin the
a spray of Japanese cherry blos A twelve pound treut, he saw its
Passenger Department, D o iv e r
ing and as1not one o f the company
tail
and ip of tail marking iits course, and
soms a.nd “ Monty 1913” in rustic,
Rio Grande, Railroad pictures
believe in plug fishing or the wise?
He cast and hooked
he disappears Inr the rapids.
letters.
<
and describes in a most| eutertainMaine
laws
and
there
were
no
suf
A ten pound salmon, dov,1n the
Some fish are not successful in j ingThe host' was seated at the head
way the joys o f outdoor life
fragettes pre&ent and' they are hard
bog,
stemming
the tide and are swept j in the Rocky Mountains.
of thie table and each found his
The into
find
in
this
good
old
state,
from
j
He worked for hours and caught
over into the pool.
Some fall heav trod uct’icen o f the hook was "written
place card.
j
a
box
of
rocks
each
one
showed
a log.
I his skill in hitting them- amid ily on the rocky edge and are sore* by Edwin L. Sabin, a noted magafcMr. Lewis in a comic suit took He fished for days at Indian! Rock
lv wounded, some even killed. Some ine contributor, who writes know 
the laughter of the company.
the place of a negro waiter.
And caught a quart of “ private
Then all gathered arednd the fire, make the jump w'iih) the ease and ingly about places to go, supplies
joined hands and sang “ Auld Lang grace o f a (‘(rained athlete taking to be taken, tackle tip he u&ecl an<^
Syne,” and later took “ Mr. Plugg- a hurdle, and drop lightly, with other valuable suggestions1 to the
,er” to the shore and hifng him high a margin o f several feet of safety, main who contemplates an. outdoor
on the flag pole, and poor “ Miss into the less forceful waters above. vacation.
The story is supple
Bank hurst” they tossed Into the Even the big 30-pounder jumps clea mented by sipme estimates, show 
It is rumored over the state that no hunters are lake and with more eh<eers and more over and well up on the shelf and
ing the co st o f outing tours iu Col
coming to Maine this fall on account of the new license good wishes everybody took the glides easily ifi>to the triangular orado, Utah and New Mexico, which
boats and by the light o f the . full pocket above.
So the jumping co n  includes railroad, hotel, carriage and
law. Do you believe this? Do you believe that true mocu returned to the Mountain View tinued until all are over, and the other
.Incident a] expenses.
sportsmen who love to place a good gun on their shoulders Houpe all declaring this to have j continuance o f the race is assured
been one qf the events of the sea
for salmo salar.
can find such a variety of hunting in any other state in son and wishing Air. Montgomery
many more happy birthdays I T P A Y S T O A D V E R T I S E IN M A I N S
the Union? We do not believe they can, and we also matay
W OOD8.
L O W A D V E R T IS E *
and may they be as' hapipily spent
G. VV. PICK EL,
IN
G RATES.
her.e
on
the
shore
o
f
Rangeley
lake
believe that Maine will have a good big bunch of hunters
TAXIDERMIST
as on September 1913.

1 2 -G a u g e
H a m m e rle ss
“ P um p ”
Guns

w p

Fly Rod s Note Book

MR. CAMP OWNER

TAXIDERMISTS

this fall.

Dealer in Sporting- Goods, Fishing Tackle*
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.

IT IS NOW TIME TO ADVERTISE

A G R E A T S IG H T

for them, and Maine Woods offers publicity that is more
valuable, to Maine camp owners, than that of any other
publication.
■ Don't let the other man get all the hunters. Send
in your ad today.

MAINE WOODS,
Phillip:

Maine

When The Silver Ffe.h'j Go Up TU.>
River To Spawn.

The Humber River is on© o f the
largest in Newfoiiudlaind.i
Fifty
miles above tidal waters, between,
high cliffs, ar.e the falls o f the
Humber, a sheer dor* p c f 8 to 12
feet.
The salmon coming up from
the si a
their annual pilgrimage
to spawn in the quiet' upper reach
es of the river must get over this
seemingly impassable obstacle! some-

1804 HEBRON ACADEMY 1912
Prepare® thoroughly for all
©oUleges and scientific schools.
College. Classical

RANGELEY.

-

-

.

M A IN *

“ Monmonth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

arrd
English Courses.
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
.Location ideal for high mountain ai/r
Monmouth,
Maine*
pure wat er an d quiet enviro run emit.
A teacher for every 20 pupils.
W i n t e r t e r m opens Tuesday, D e c e m 
ber, 31, 1912.
Spring te r m
opens
W ednesday, April 1, 1913.

RODS AND SNOWSHOES

I make Rangeley wood amd apW
bamboo rod® Cor fly fishing
asfi
Catalog on request. W rite princi|pal trolling. Rod® to let.
Sixrwrtioe*
W . E. S A R G E N T , L lt t .
D.
to order.
Hebron,

Maine

E. T . HO AR ,

Rangeley, We.
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Your Pocket-Knife, the Best
Tobacco-Cutting Machine
B ecau se it cuts the tobacco o ff the plug as you use it
— insuring y o u fresh tobacco for every pipeful. W h e n
m achines chop up tobacco months before it reaches your
pipe, the little pieces o f tobacco lose their arom a. W h e n you
sm oke them , they b u m fast and hot, and bite your tongue.
A ll the natural moisture, flavor and fragrance o f the
tobacco are pressed into the Sickle Plug, and kept there
b y nature’s o w n protector — the natural leaf wrapper.
It only takes a couple o f minutes to whittle o ff a pipeful—
and y o u are rew ard ed b y a cool, sweet, satisfying sm oke
that no re a d y -cu t-u p tobacco in the w orld can give you.

Convenient — no bulge in your pocket. Economical— no
package to pay for — no lpose tobacco to get spilled and wasted.
Get a plug of Sickle at your dealer’s today.

3 Ounces

10c

Slice it as
you use
it

very fiaie and should be' well wash
ed in several waters, so as to re
move all dirt, them spread on a
board a,nd allow) to dry inj an) airy
room for several days.
IJi Its then
heated in an oven aind mixed with,
paraffiiin in tine proportion/ o f five,
of parafliu, to one of sand, by
weight, and stirred thoroughly till
the grains of saJad are coated. In
another metal pan is put a mixture
of srilx paps o f the clean diry sand
with one part (by weight) of pure
potassium chloride, and the mixture
is heated till the melting potaisteiium
chloride has coated the sandi grains,.
Two parts of the paraffin) sand and
well mixed with potassium chloride.
Theln the plants are wiped free of
the acid and' fastened into the shape
they are meant to retain by means
of silk thread and tiny sticks.
The corolla Is
filled with tile
prepared sand and them the plants
are placed) in the fra,me in the de
sired position and covered’ lightly
and evnly with the sand. The box
is carried carefully out imto the
sunshine and covered with a glass
olate, or, in rainy Weather, placed
near the hearth.
The plants, will
be dry in about fourteen days. The
frame is then lifted from the box,
the sand flows out through' the
sieve, and the specimens may be
freed Of sticks and; threadb."—L it
erary Digest.

5 out o f 6 REVOLVER
CHAMPIONSHIPS
j| PRACTICALLY A CLEAN SWEEP, WON BY

The results of the United States Revolver Association 1912 Outdoor
Championships, just officially announced, show that users of Peters
Cartridges won FIRST in every match but one, also Second place in
one match, Third in three matches and fifth in two.
Match A.

Revolver Championship

1st—A. M. Poindexter,
Match F.

Many people Like to keep memen
toes of pleasant camping-trips or
other excursions in field or for
est, by lake shotr.e or seashore, in
the shape of rare or beautiful plants
and flowers.
All such enthusiasts,
as well as professional botanists,
will be interested to learn the best
modern methods of eof “ curing’ ’
these specimens as to preserve their
beauty o f form and color almost un
impaired.
We quote the following
detailed descriptions from Kosmcs
(Stuttgart)-'
*
“ The simplest process for plants
o f field and forest consists in im
pregnating every part with a navphthalin solution.
In a warm room
we fill a large preserve-jar with a
Saturated solution o f naphthalinbenzol, whiicb) ca.n be bought at any
drug store.
In order to rid it o f
the undesirable quality o f turning
violet and red coloring matter into
blue, we add to every 200 grams o f
this two drops o f a concentrated
solution of salicylic acid in abso-

SANDY RIVER &RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD
TIME TABLE
In Effect, September 8th, 1913.
STRONG
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Strong for Farm
ington. at 7.22 A. M. and 1.30 P. M.; for Phillips
at 12.30 P. M. and Phillips and Rangeley at 4.52
P. M. and for King field and Bigelow at 4-55 P. M.
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from
Farmington at 12.30 P. M. and 4.52 P. M.; from
Phillips at 7.22 A. M.; and from Rangeley and
Phillips at t.30 P. M.; and Bigelow and Kingfield
at 1.20 P. MMIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington
at 8.45 A. M.; for Bigelow at 9.30 A. M. and for
Phillips at 1.40 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Phil
lips at 8.00 A. M.: from Kingfield at 8.10 A. M.
and from Farmington at 11.45 A. M.

PHILLIPS
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Phillips for
Farmington, at 7.00 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.: for
Rangeley at 5.20 P. M.
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives at Phillips from
Farmington at 12.50 P. M. and 5.15 P. M.ifrom
Rangeley at 1.10 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves Phillips for Farmington at 7.30 A. M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Phillips from Farm
ington at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M.

RANGELEY
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Rangeley for
Farmington at 11.80 A. M.; and arrives from
Farmington at (5.52 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15
A, M . : and leaves for Phillips at 10.45 A. M.

SALEM
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for Strong and
Farmington at 12.55 P. M.; and for Kingfield and
Bigelow at 5.23 P. M.
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives from Farmington
and Strong at 5.23 P. M.“ and from Bigelow and
Kinrfield at 12.55 P. M.
M I X E D TRAIN leaves Salem for Strong and
Farmington at 7.25 A. M.;and for Kingfield and
Bigelow at 10.45 A. M.
M IXED TRAIN arrives from Kingfield at 7.25
A. M.: and from Strong at 10.05 A. M.

KINGFIELD
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Kingfield for
Farmington at 12.36 P. M.: and for Bigelow at
5.45 P. M.. and at 9.40 A. MPASSENGER TRAIN arrives at Kingfield from
Farmington and Strong at 6.45 P. M.; and from
Bigelow at 11.45 A. M. and 7.30 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves Kingfield for Farmington at 6.45 A. M. and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Kingfield from
Strong at 10.45 A. M and from Bigelow at 3.05
P. M.

BIGELOW
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Bigelow for
Kingfield and Farmington, at 10.55 A. M.;and
for Kingfield at 6 4(1 P. ML
PASSENGER TR AIN Arrives from Kingfield at
10.25 A. M.; and from Farmington and Kingfield
at 6.35 P.M .
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Kingfield at 2.00
P. M. and arrives from Strong at 1.05 P. M.

F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

lute alcohol.
Into this solution the
Not on your life am I going duck
dry stems and twigs of the plants
bunting this year.
are dipped.
They may be remov
M hy ? Oh, just 'cause, as a woman
ed in a few minutes, as soon as
says.
I went last year. It was the
crystallization takes place, whetf the
whole upper surface iis covered with lirst time I had ever been, too, and
naphthalin crystals.
They ar,e then believe me, it will be the last. Duck
hung up to dry in an airy roofm hunting may be all right for duck
and will retain their natural co l hunters, but you couldn’ t drag me into
the game with a 60-horsepower benzine
ors permanently.”
buggy. Not me.
Since this method is net feasible
I n ver knew much about duckfor large specimens, ion account of
hunting
until last fall. But I learned
the size o f the jar and: the quanity
of solution demialndecf,, a second a lot then, though it took me only a
night to learn it. How many ducks
procesis has £.ound favor:
This depends on the qualify pos did I get ? Honest, I didn’t even pick
sessed by formaldehyde of harden the tail-feather from a bird.
Of course I've sot friends who are
ing albuminous
substances and
changing the rninto forms insoluble duck hunters and they bag their fowl
in water.
By meriis of a brush, every fall and talk ducks and tell the
leaves and blossoms are painted biggest kind of yarns, but they’re wel
with several coats of a twenty per come to the sport. It was with some
cent gelatin solution, or one of of these alleged cracker-jacks that I
went last year. There are many
thirty parts of egg-albun:en in se
venty parts o f water.
This epating places about Portland where the hunt,
ers go: out to Johnny W hitney’s
is thoroughly dried, and then leaves
blind in Falmouth, over on the Cape
and blossoms are brushed with a
shore and down the bay. We thought
ten per cent solution of formalde
we would go down to Chebeague for
hyde, which causes the coating" of
there are usually plenty of birds fly
albumen or gelat:In gradually to
ing over there in the fall and then we
harden.
The thicker the coat of
would have the fun of a motorboat
gelatin or albumen, the more solid trip, too.
the final coat, which, however re
We had the motorboat trip all right.
mains flexible, so that the plants! do
The motor did a good part of its work
not look lifeless, though unfortun
itself and when it laid down on us,
ately the covering isi very apparent.’ we did the rest of the work. E very
This process, however, is hot fit one took a turn at cranking the en
ted for extremely delicate and tend gine; guess we cranked it too much
er plants, which lose their beauty for it was the crankiest thing I ever
thereby.
It is recommended that j saw. Joke.
such specimens be treated by a third! Just for fun, we won’t talk about
urocess:
that trip. -Let’s get down to ducks,
“ H ygroscopic wadding is cut with or rather the supposed hunt after
scissors into fine flakes. The object ducks. We made Chebeague all right
is packed in these after they have and opened a blind that one of the
been used to fill the corolla and boys had. You know what a blind is?
other hollow parts, a/nd is kept Well, it's a camp, built behind the
in place by tiny sticks of very fine bushes on the shore of the water. It
florists’ wire.
At the end off four has to be hidden a good deal, or else
teen days the delicate mummy may the ducks won't come around. The
be cautiously removed by the aid of idea is to get to the camp in the after
small pinchers.”
I
,
noon, eat supper, get a good night’s
For large, coarse, specimens;, how rest and then be out of your bunk beever, the method most comimonly for the sun is up in order to get a
employed is "hat of drying by mean a crack at the ducks before they are
o f fine siUnd.
Where twe plants on their way in the morning. They are
have “ fleshy” parts, rich in water, supposed to come in during the night
a preliminary treatment ipf sulphur for a rest and in the morning flap their
ic acid isi advised.
The plants are wings and be on their way to the
put into a large glaesi cylinder hold merry southland for the winter. Kind
ing a mixture of eight1 parts of wat of hard on the ducks to shoot ’em when
er to one part of alcohol saturated they are planning on a trip to the
With sulphuric acid, being so placed Everglades, or Palm Beach or some
that only their stems touch the liq other empty-your-pocketbook resort in
uid/:
; ■
the tropics.
“ In the course of a few hours the
That night we went last year, we
acid will have caused the fading dis made the blind all right. I don't how
appearance o f all the colors but Sam—he’s the fellow that owned the
they will reappear in their natural place—ever found it. ft, was blind in
'brilliancy when the specimens are every sense of the word. W e hauled
dried.
At worst the green part will up the motorboat, threw our guns
be a trifle yellowish and the brown ashore and after plenty of work got
parts somewhat reddish.”
the grub and other things into the
; This acid treatment is merely camp.
preliminary to the actual process of
When the shack was opened up, the
drying my means of fine sand. For dir was like the musty odor of the
this a simple apparatus is employed “best room” in a farmhouse that has
consisting of a wooden frame which been closed for years because auntie
fits inside a. bax, the bottom, of used tg like to sit there. It took two
the frame being mad© o f ooarse- hours for the old air to get out and
me slued sieve.
Tlie sand must he ^the new air to get into the shack. I

1st—Dr. J.

1st—Dr. O. A. Burgeson,
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TWO NEW RECORDS:
Match C . Military Revolver Championship
1st—Dr. J. H . Snook 621

Match E. Revolver Team Championship

1st—Denver Revolver Club 774

PETERS REVOLVER AND RIFLE CARTRIDGES of 32 and larger calibers are just
as surely superior to other makes as Peters 22 caliber. PETERS SMOKELESS Cart
ridges are as tar ahead of competing brands as are PETERS SEMI-SMOKELESS

Shoot the (P) brand, the only kind that will shoot perfectly
^ in ANY good gun.

«* NEW
THE YORK:
PETERS
CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO <.
98 Chambers St.. T. H. Keller. Manager
tV W W M V M W W U V V W tW H W W H V H V V V W H H W U W W W W
GENUINE

PALMER

Waterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
Tanned and manufactured by the
original JOHN PALMER who
for over thirty years has made
the best moccasins in North
America.

INS AND OUTS OF
DUCK HUNTING
HO W TO PRESERVE LANTS

Match D. Military Record
H . Snook, 212
Pocket Revolver Championship

467

In complete assortment for immediate
delivery.
TRADE

MARK

Catalogue on request
SOLE AGENT FOR U.S.A.

STYLE 40.1-2

CLARK-HUTCHINSON
COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.

never knew that so small a place could
hold so much air before.
Sam cooked supper; he's some cook,
I’ll say that for him and some time
between 8 and 9 o’clock, we sat down
to as good a feed as you’d want. We
even washed the dishes after we were
through and then prepared to smoke
a little before turning in.
Now you’ve been on camping trips
and know what it is when a bunch of
men get off together. W e thought
we’d have a game of cards and we
did—five to ten, you know. We played
cards and we played cards. Before
we knew it, it was one o’clock' in the
morning and we were supposed to be
up by daylight to pepper the daylights
out of the ducks.
“Gosh,” said Sam. “ Guess we’d.bet
ter turn in.”
We turned in, supposedly to sleep.
The rest of the bunch began to snore
tit t.o rip the moss out of the chinks,
but the excitement of the motorboat
trip, the over-weariness of my body
and the strangeness of the surround
ings kept me awake. I tossed in the
bunk for an hour or so and then prob
ably I did drop into the arms of Mor
pheus as the poet says.
Right here let me ask: What's the
use of waking a fellow when he’s just
getting his beauty sleep, and that, too,
for the fun of plugging a few ducks
that never did any harm to you, full
of lead? I
was just giving a good
imitation of the exhaust of a motorboat when I was shaken fit to push
me off the bunk and I heard Sam yell
in my ear:
“Hey, you, get up. You want those
ducks to get away?”
I go up. I didn’t do it very quick
ly for my legs were too sore. My
body was also stiff and cramped and
when my bare feet touched those bare
boards, I thought I was stepping on
ice. And the air was cold. B r-r-rr!

I can feel it now. In sheer
fense I had to hustle to get
clothes. I dropped a shoe
sternly told to shut up or I’d
ducks.

self-de
into my
and wa3
scare the

“ Got a cup of coffee?” I bellowed.
“ Sh-h-h,” came from Sam. “ We
can’t build a fire. W e’ll scare the
ducks. We’ll have breakfast after we
shoot. Now don’t make any more
noise and bustle.”
About this time the sky in the east
was beginning to show a pale green.
The air was so blamed cold we had
to put on our sweaters. Even then
we shivered. Now came the real fun.
Bah! We made our way to the real
part of the blind as noiselessly as a
bunch of sleepy white men could make
their way. I felt as if I had been
sleeping on an old 'cord spring with
out any mattress. It hurt me to
straighten up and it Hurt me to bend
over. It even hurt me to smile. I
would have sworn, but that hurt my
conscience so I didn’t.
When we had made the blind, we
all took positions and poked our shot
guns through the brush heaped up in
front of the plank barricade. There
! was nothing to do now but wait until
the sun came up so we could see what
we were doing. Off in the darkness
somewhere, the ducks were supposed
to be asleep. I wished then and there
I was a duck.
Soon that pale green in the sky
turned to a lemon yellow. Then it
began, to grow pinker and pinker and
soon there was light enough for us to
see the water. Three dark objects
could he made out on the surface of
the small pool in front of the blind.
I really became interested. I thought
I might have some fun despite the dis
comforts.
“No sportsman will shoot a duck in
the water,” said Sam In a hoarse

(Continued on .page 7.)

THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
(Published weekly,

Established 1874.)

Subscription $4. a year, $2. for 6 months: Sample copy free if you mention Maine W oods

The Amarican Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
special reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with inter
esting articles and contributions and open a wide field for discussiou of all
subjects that interest sportsmen.
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting. Fish
and Fishing1, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle, Revolver
and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TRiAL SUBSCRIPTION;
I f not more than satisfied with it the money will he refunded on request
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M AIN E W O O D S

IN AND ABOUT PHILIPS

ItUUED WEEKLY.

J. W . Brackett Co.

IDEAL FOR THE FISHERMAN
Gunnison Rivec, Colorado’s Famous
Stream, Has Reputation T h a t Is
W orld W id e .

STATE
H IG H W A Y C O M M IS S IO N
N O T I C E OF H E A R I N G ON D E S 
IG N A T IO N
OF,
STATE
H IG H W A Y .

Notice is hereby giveai that tire
Theodore R. Wing has teen miak- mington last Friday.
wfitH
Denver.— The Gunnison river flows, State Highway Commission,
G.
L.
Lakio
recently
purchased
a
i'lig extensive improvements! oil his
meet
at
the
Chamber
oj)
Conymerce,
or
rather
leaps,
down
the
western
blacksmith! ,shop.
He has r.emov-. driving horse ody Charles1Wilbur.
elope of Colorado and is famed for its Dew!ston, Tuesday, Sept. 23 at one
L. B. BRACKETT,
It is understood that Thomas Prea
ed thie platform which.' was formerly
trout. Enthusiastic anglers frequently o ’clock, for the purpose o f Lea ring
Business Manager
at the luppert dooms and has; paiimtedi by, who recently returned! from the journey there from England to whip |all parties interested in thef question
West, has purchased thet Dana ■W.ithr Its turbulent waters during the fish
the whole building.
of whether or not the following
OUTING EDITION.
1
ing season, as the trout in this ice
Ira Hoar off Rantg^ey recently am farm.
highways shall be designated, as
B pages.............................. $1-00 Per y*ar
Cord wood iis being hauled into cold stream are celebrated for their
soldi Norris Hackett two fine mares.
LOCAL EDITION.
state highways.
exquisite
flavor,
and
for
their
fighting
town now.
The four foot length
I t and 18 pages................... $1-50 Per y ear One is a fine mate for h;is large
qualities as well.
selling
for
$,5.00
a
cord1
and
good
Canadian, M exican, Cubam and Pana- coach horse and the other a fine
S tate H ig h w a y E.
This picturesque stream after flow
stove wood for $6.00.
u
aubecrlption 50 centa extra.
F'or" littile driving mare.
ing placidly through a beautiful broad
•Ign subscriptions, 7B cents extra.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert1 Carleton) of valley, hemmed in by snow capped
Orris Vose of Madrid' made a trip
IPortilalid to Augusta via Lewiston
to R.edongtcttj with contractors this Dorchester are at J. W. Carleton’s peaks, suddenly breaks Its leash and c o m m e n c i n g at A llen’s Corner, Port
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
private fish pond.
They plan, to plunges into a series of rapids and land, proceeding via A'Ubua’n) St.,
IW9. at the poetoffice at Phillips. Maine, under w aek to look over the land for op
remain
about
two
month®
and1 may cascades where it enters the Black thence through the towns* o f Fal
erations
this
winter.
the Act of March 3. 1879,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
Henry
True o f Canon at Sapinero, whose granite m o u t h ,
Oil m berlan d, Gray, Newt
Wallace Toothaker Oakes, young
walls rise on either side to a perpen
be
there
for
the
winter.
, Ltjw Ks flontf
The Maine W ood s thoroughly covers est son: of Hon. Henry W. Oakes,
dicular height of from two thousand G floui cViSter,, A
Cambridge, Mass., are expected in to three thousand feet above the foam Greene, Wales, Monmouth, Wilithr
ttoe entire start:* o f Maine as to H unt- died at his home on! Court street,
Bag, Fishing, T r a p p i n g , Camping, and Auburn, Friday afternoon, of men town to attend the (fair.
ing stream. It continues its tortuous rop and Man C h e s t e r to Augusta.
Outing new s and the w hole
FranM to ingitis.
James Morrisdn is making .exten
H,e had' been in poor
eeunty locally.
State H ig h w a y F.
sive improvements on labs' house on
Maine Woods solicits communications health for several years and had
school street.
He is raising) the
undergone
several
severe
surgical
Auburn to Rangeley extending froftn
and fish and game p h o t o g r a p h s from its
operations.
,H,e was born in! Au roof of the ell part in order to make
nsders.
Auburn to Livermore Falls, Wilton,
The parents the roofsi square like the others in
W hen ordering the address o f
your burn 23 years ago.
East W/iilton, Jay, North Jay, West
He is putting on a
paper changed, please g iv e th e o ld as and one brother, Raymond S. Oakes the house.
I Farmington, Farmington,
Strong*
w ell a s new address.
steel rocif.
of Portland* survive.
Alternate*
i Phillips and Rangeley.
Norris Hackett recently sold- a
At a meeting of thej F. B. church
; routes will be considered from! A u bTHURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1913
Monday |evening, Sept. 15, 1913 the 4 month’ s old Lordl Willik.es colt, to
ualn to Livermore Fails.
One via
1
subject of repairing the vestry and Deberna Ross.
the so-called river road, following
Martas Woods hasi received announ also using the same for various
F. H. Tozier who has purchased the
the general course of the Andros
■cement of tine marriage o f A r t h ) u r churc^i activities was, informally Mitchel farm is in town.
coggin River via Keene’ s Mills and
Elb ridge Foi’bfes and|.Missi Alicel talked over.
Dana Witham recently purchasedthe
No definite plan tor
North Turner Toll Bridge.
The
Maud Douglass' off1 South Paris on repairing the building wais decided Jonas Badger farm.
1other route via the easterly shore of
Monday, August 18.
Mr. Forbes' upon on account of lack of funds,
Arthur Graffam recently purchased
|Lake Auburn* thence Turner V il
is one of th© editors and proprie but the following vote was taken, a 1914 model Ford touring car o f the
lage, thence North, Turner, thence
tors of the Oxford' Democrat pub that we invite the Congregational i local agent Henry W. True.
Livern ope Falls.
lished at South Paris, a very read church and Social Union to the
Dr. C. E. Proctor of Weld was in
able andi up-to-date paper.
We free use of the vestry, for any town Monday. Dr. Proctor has been
The Commission excludes in the
herewtitth send congratulations and, purposes for which' it is, suitable. in very poor health for sometime and
designation of the above high)way
best wishes to Mr. and1 Mrs. Forbes. Furthermore we express1 cur will- has Phillips friends were glad to see
all bridges over tw elve -feet in
his improvement.
ingmeas to ,use this vestry as a I n
length and reserves the right as
Chester Allen and crew are at work
ion church parjisthi house as soon as
Make Money in Fox Farms.
required in Section 13 Chapter 130
In the Black Canon.
Fox farming is a growing industry practical financial arrangements can at the back of the Post Office putting
P. L. 1913, to determilne what por
in southern Yukon.
on a piazza on the upper story where course through this chasm for upward tion of th.e highways above describ
be made.
.,
D f thirty miles before it emerges into ed lie within the compact portions,
(Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Voter an Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Parker will live.
Mrs. Geo. Bonney of Long Pond and another valley at State Bridge, three o f any tqwn dn excess of 2500 inINEW WAYS OF EVANGELISTS nounce the engagement df their
thousand feet lower than where it en
daughter, Fern, to Mr. Frank Horey- Charles Taylor Hammond chaffeur
liabitai.its through which such high
tered the canon.
Departure From Old T im e
Meth
|seek.
The wedding will take place were in town Tuesday.
ways extend.
The
trout
fishing
is
along
the
uppei
ods Has Been Made in Busy
Work is completed on the upper end half of the canon, which is traversed
in October.
*
Maps showing the location c f the
New York Streets.
Dor the North Franklin! A gri of Main street and teams and auto by a narrow gauge railroad. The low above described highways may be
They certainly have speeded up the culture show and fair* held at Phiil- mobiles find it muce improved. Road er half of the canon is impassably inspected at the hearing or prior to
gospel wagon hereabouts. Every one i lips, Sept. 23, 24 and 25, the San- Commissioner Rideout is about to try Only three men ever made the trip that date at the offices o f the
has seen the old-fashioned noon day |dy River and Rangeley Lakes1 rail- a new experiment with river gravel through it. They were government State Highjway Commission at Aug
evangelist at work. He usually stands , road will sell round! trip tickets ait from the upper watering tub to Harry engineers who were reconnoitering usta or at the o ffice o f the Chair
for a location for the Gunnison tunnel
upon a soap box, he is sometimes |low/ rates of fare which arei ,spec Bell’s house.
to irrigate the Uncompahgre Valley man of the Commission, 252 Spring:
aided by a bunch of singers whose ified in their ad in another column.
Their strong raft was wrecked, their St., Portland, Maine.
voices need immediate patching, and
Real Heroism.
Miss Anna Beal has resumed her
Lymam H. Nelson, Chairman
instruments and clothing ‘ were lost
he is always earnest, but often re
To live well in the quiet routine of and they were rescued in an exhaust
Philip J. Deering
grettably greasy. Also, a good many studies at the Farmington Normal
fife; to fill a little space because God ed condition.
of him have the habit of passing the school.
William M. Ay.er
hat by proxy before the wrary audi
Mrs. Charles E. Barker returned wills it; to go on cheerfully with a
Below the canon so much alkali and
State Highway Commission.
petty
round
of
of
little
duties,
little
ence can make its get-away. The Saturday from a visit with her hu&Boil are discharged into the stream
avocations; to smile for the joys of
most elaborate old time outfit only I band in, Gardiner.
by the irrigating ditches that trout
others when the heart is aching—who
ran to a cottage organ in a wagon.
Miss' Miriam; Schaefer of King- does this, his works will follow hijn. cannot live in it, but suckers flourish
The wagon always wheezed and the
there, often attaining a length of from
organist knew only the sad tunes— ! field was the rr*-rf cf Miss Pearl He may not be a hero to the world, but eighteen to twenty inches. During
he is one of God’s heroes.—Dean Far
with a universe full of joyous melo Smith last Wjeek.
the latter part of May the suckers C O L O M B O A L W A Y S I N T E R E S T I N 4
dies to pick from. They don’t do it j Charles Steward, who has been rar.
go up the small tributaries to spawn.
TO T H E TR A V E L E R .
that way any more. Street evangel j visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
After spawning they return in schools,
ism is on the first speed, along with ICharlies Steward for a fewi days left
tail first, to the river. These small
B IR T H S .
everything else. Every noon nowa for Watervill-e Saturday, where be
streams are rocky and swift, and if
Its
Origin Goes Back Beyond
ths
days an up-to-date* entertainment com
Kingfield): Sept. 12, to Mr. and the fish did not slacken speed by
Pages of History and Has Record
mittee can be seen from the windows has been engaged a.s principal of Mrs. Fred Luce, a daughter.
swimming against the current they
in W ritin g s of the E arlie st
of the Times-Star office at work on the Waterville High scbcol. 1
Medford, Mass.: Sept. 11, to Mr. might be bruised against the rocks.
Miss Mertie Staples has returned
Madison square, says the New York
Geographer.
In
the
pools
where
the
water
was
correspondent of that paper. The home after being employed at the and Mrs. Russo ill Lynn, a daughter, two or three feet deep the fish were
evangelist rides to his daily task in Mooselookmeguntiic House the past (Virginia.)
Colombo, Ceylon.— Apart from its
so numerous that it was no uncom
a taxicab and when it is his time j summer.
mon occurrence to throw out three Importance as the chief city of Cey
D
E
A
T
H
S
.
to speak he stands on the front seat
and four fish with each thrust of the lon, Colombo, In consequence of its se
Mrs. F. S. Haley entertained the
and steadies himself by holding to the
1913
club
last
Friday
afternoon.
R
e
Auburn-’ Sept. 12, Wallace T ooth  fork. The fish were weak and slug lection as port of call on the Aus
driver’s head. In the cab are Trom
gish after spawning and did not make tralian route, has a special signifi
aker Oakes, son of Mr. and! Mrs. much effort to get out of the way. The cance. To so many English eyes it is
three to five good looking women— freshments were served.
Lucian
Oakes
and
family
rece
t~
good looking; get that?—who can
Henry W. Oakes* aged 23 yaars.
old woman brought out two washing the first glimpse of tropical luxuri
and do sing. Sometimes they are ly moved to Reed’s Mill where he
Strong: Sept. 15, Mrs. Ada, wife tubs, a washboiler and a large dish- ance, and, however much a man may
accompanied by a cornetist who is a will b,e employed! cutting woed for of Albert Daggett.
pan, all of which were filled within afterward explore Equatorial regions,
real artist. They sing regular songs, F. N. Beal.
half an hour with fish from twelve to it still remains in his recollection as
Strong:
Sept.
10,
Mrs.
Sara,
too, with a gospel flavor and at a
Patrick Kelley out two fingers of wid-owi o>? William) Bletheni, aged 63 eighteen inches in length, which she essentially typical of the Tropics.
quickstep. Sometimes they use meg
skinned and salted down for future
One day early in November I had
his
left hand .quite badly recently
aphones pointed upward at the win
use. She lamented that the fish were my first view of Colombo, and beheld
dows of the surrounding skyscrapers. while splitting wood.
“ a-gettin’ slceercer every year.”
the . low promontory which Ptolemy
Heads jam those windows the mo
Moses Harden, J. H. Byron and Ed
“ Why, at cornin’ down time three the geographer marked on his map in
ment the first note is heard. There Whorf made a busir-era trip| to Far FOR R H E U M A T I S M KIDNEYS AND BLADDER
years ago me and my old man got the second century A. D. as “ Jovis Ex
isn’t anything cheap or commonplace
nieh onto a wagon load in no time,” tremum.” I thought on this, by first
or sordid in the outfit. The women
she
day in Colombo, as I stood in the
are well dressed and have good
streets—streets as busy as Cheapside
voices. The speaker is always witty
Porto Rico's Advancement.
at one o ’clock—that it might well be
and eloquent—and he is just as
Porto Rico, until recently benighted, called “ The City of the Silent Feet,”
earnest, even if his coat does fit and
lax and lethargic, whose trade was of for the fact that nearly everyone goes
his collar is dandruffless. When the
tittle importance to the world, has ris barefoot
lessens
enormously
the
noon hour is over they ride to their
en until it stands twelfth among the amount of noise. The heat and the
homes in the taxi. It is a departure
countries of the globe as a customer extreme humidity at first press hard
from the accepted rules of street
of the United States. Last year the upon the stranger, and a baffling en
evangelism—but isn’t it like New
island purchased from this country velope of lassitude seemed trying all
York?
v
over $37,000,000 worth of products. the while to clog and hamper every
islanders cannot supply the de movement of body or of limb.
By having Maine Woods follow you back to the city The
mand made upon them for coffee, to
Two-wheeled bullock-carts innumer
bacco and other products, and are able passed along at a leisurely pace,
North Franklin Agricultural
It gives interesting items concerning Maine and about prospering generally.
many of them loaded with tea-chests
Show and, Fair.
and some with plantains or other
the people you have met in Maine this summer. Fill out
Disillusionment.
fruit. The bullocks were little crea
at
A woman had three caskets to give tures for the most part, sometimes
PHILLIPS
the following subscription blank and enclose in a letter to a man. One day she read in his black and sometimes fawn or a red
eyes that he could take but the near dish brown, and the wooden yokes
September 23*2-1-25, 1013.
with a dollar.
est and lowest, and that instant arose that lay across their necks, were
from her heart the wailing cry, “The heavily fashioned. A thatch of palmFor this event SANDY RIVER &
king is dead.”—Will Levington Com leaves protected the goods from rain
RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD will
fort.
and sun. In the main thoroughfares
sell round trip tickets, good on all reg
tramways echoed the modernity of
ular trains Sept. 22 to 25 inclusive,
Enclosed find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to M a in e W o o d s ,
shops
and office buildings, but the old
good for return Sept, f 6th, at the fol
Fifty Against Two.
It is
not order jostled with the new. A herd of
outing edition.
lowing low rates of fare:
reasonable to expect two weeks of water buffaloes obstructed the tram
Rangeley, Bigelow. Dead River and
outing to overcome the effects
of lines: qp the steps of the pretentious
Name...............
............................
.............................
Carrabasset, $1 00; Farmington, Kingfifty
weeks
of
confinement.
Take
field and Redington, 75c; Sanders and
Have Long Mined for Rubies.
Address ......... ..........................................................
Howl’s Sarsaparilla along with you.
Salem, 50c; Strong and Reeds, 30c;
The world's richest ruby mines, i n
It r,efre>£h€» the blood, improves! the
Madrid and Hamlin's, 25c.
State ...................................
appetite, makes sleep easy and rest Upper Burnish, are known to have
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.
been operated since early in the sev
ful.
enteenth century.
Phillips, M aine

CITY OF CEYLON

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

HAVE A VACATION
ALL THE YEAR

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, SEPTEMBER 18, 1913

C L A S S IF IE D
One cent a word in advance. No headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

FOR S A L E .

FOR SAIjE—Tfce unusually staunch
•did able steam yacht, "Wa-'Wa” o>f
about 22 H. P.
The U. S. Goviernuont iasjyecthn .of 1911 showed her
to be in, first d ase condition. May
be inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up
per Dam, Maine.
Price will he
reasonable to a quick purchaser. A p
ply to Dr. Norton Downs Fordhooke
Farm, Three Tuns, Pa.
Or Archer
A Poor at camjp.

VILLAGE SCHOOLS
TRAP SHOOTING
AT YORK’S
OPENED

Dr. F. B. Colby is in attendance.
Th,e New' York Novelty store wasi
closed for the season Saturday night
and the ladies who have had it to
charge left for their home Tuesday
morning.
These women once childless, now happy and
Mr. aoud Mrs. Ernest ttobbins have physically
well with healthy children will tell how
gone to keeping bouse in the Aaron Lydia E. Pinahiun’s Vegetable Compound made
all this possible. Here are the names and correct
Soule tenement.
addresses—write them if you want to, and learn
for yourself. They are only a few out of many
Norman Huntoon, who) has been thousands.
“ Our first baby is
driving team for E. C. Hinkley has
strong and healthy and
concluded his duties there and re
we attribute this re
sult to tbe timely use
turned to school.
of your Compound.” —
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Mrs. JohiK Eastman and Miss Mary
Mrs. F r e d Y o h a n n ,
Kent, Oregon.
Rangeley, S,ept. 16— Mrs. Arthur Pullen o f Exeter, Me., left Wednesr
“ I owe my life and
Amburg and children who have day morning for the.'ir home. Mrs.
my baby’s good health
been spending the past month with East)man has been spending the
to your Compound.” —•
Mrs. W . O. S p e n c e r ,
relatives and friends at Intewah summer with her sister, Mrs. Earle
R. F. D., No. 2, Troy,
and Rumford returned home* Friday. Pilisbury and Miss Pullen has boon
Alabama.
They were accompanied by Mrs. visiting; at H. B. MciCard’s the past
“ I have three chil
dren and took your
Arnburg’s sister, Miss Maude Penney week. .
Compound each time.”
of Intewah.
—Mrs. J o h n H o w a r d ,
Mrs. C. M. Cushman and sons,
W ilmington, Vermont.
Mis® Sadie Pickens was a week Gordon and Malcolm, were guests
“ I have a lo v e l y
end guest at Kennebago.
at Grant’s camps-, Kennebago| the
baby boy and you cam
tell
every one that be
Mr. and. Mrs. Roil a Toothaker and past week.
-*
is a ‘ Pinkham’ baby.”
Mis® Prudence Richardson- were in
"Frank Kn<ywilton finished his dut
—Mrs.Louis F i s c h e r ,
32 Munroe St., CarlFarmington, last week t,o
attend ies at Riddle’®, pharmacy ’Saturday.
stadt, N. J.
court.
Although We have been having
“ We are at 1asti
Loring N. Haley took a trip to frosts in this part o f the country,
blessed with a sweet
little
baby girl.” —Mrs.
King and Bartlett Monday to carry recently, Miss Ruth Hinkley picked
G. A. L a p e b o u s e ,
Dennis Nile, who will guide a hunt a good sized bunch o f blue violet®
Montegut, La.
ing party from that place.
“ I have one of the
j last Friday.
finest baby girls you
Miss Susie Stewart, w ko ha,s been
Harwood Childs has returned to
ever saw.” —Mrs. C.E.
at Kennebago the past summer re his studies at Tilton, academyG o o d w in , 1012 S. 6th
St., Wilmington, N.C.
turned home Saturday to attend
Mrs. G. L- Kempton made a trip
“ My husband is the
school.
to Farmington by auto Saturday to
happiest man alive to
Eileue Hamm on and; little Miss attend the funeral) of h,er friend,
day.” — Mrs. C l a r a
D a r b r a k e , 397 Mani
Hulda Wenttseal were operated on Mrs. Ho'Ward! Lowell.
^
la St., Buffalo, N.Y.
for adenoids by Dr. F. B. Colby
C. Berne Ellis and family, who
“ Now I have a nice
last w-,eek.
baby girl, the joy of
have been spending the past year
our
home.” —Mrs. DoH. A. Furbish left. Monday by au at Lynn, Mas®., have returned home.
s y l v a C o t e , N o . 117
to for a trip to Portland.
Mrs.
So. Gate St., Worces
Charles Graves and Miss Helen
ter, Mass.
Furbish accompanied him as far as
Graves of Sidney were guest® at
“ I have a fine strong
Farmington, returning Monday night
baby daughter now.”
G. E. Ru&sell’s Sunday coming by
by train.
— Mrs. A. A. G il e s ,
auto to bring Miss Grace Graves to
D ew ittville, N. Y.,
Several cases of typhoid fever
Route 44.
her school duties.
They returned
have been reported near Kennebago
“ I have a big, fat,
Sunday night.
healthy boy.” —Mrs. A.
stream.
Mrs.
T. Truman Tibbetts; and
A. B a l e n g e r , R.F.D.
A geranium at the home of Mrs.
No.l, Baltimore, Ohio.
sjn, Walter, who have been visiting
C. C. Murphy has attracted consid
her brother, F. Walter Leach, South
erable attention by blooming
so
Framingham, JVIass., returned) Friday two metaths in Birch1 Bower camp
profusely the past suniDiTer. Recently
night.
Mrs. S. E. Leach accomp returned home Monday having en
the writer counted eighteen large
anied them home and1will spend the
clusters of buds and two1 large blos
gaged the camp for their seventh
next two months with her daughter,
soms on the plant at one time.
season here.
Mrs. Tibbetts.
Max Weybrant, who has1 been
L. J. Haseriick of New York came
Clinton Wilson, who has been
spending a few weeks at Wm. ToBn
to-day
to repair the motor boat of
clerking for A. M. Hoar and Son re
linsomfs has returned to hi si home
turned to Plymouth, N. H.„ where he A. S. Hinds that was recently put
in Brunswick.
out of commission.
C. B. Harris is making eixteusive has employment in a printing o f
C. N. Fitts a,nd family, who since
I
repairs and improvements on the fice for the winter.
the first of the season' have been
Warren
Ross
has
purchased
a
new
house which he recently purchased
at their camp returned to theiir
Ford automobile.
of Wm. Love.
At the Caddy tournament held at home in Newton, Mass., to'day.
Harry MarstorK of Andover, Me.,
Rarugeley Lake House golf links the
Mrs. Theo. E. Brown,, children and
was operated ,oai at the private h os
prize was won by Herbert Lamb. maid of ' Philadelphia) are to re
pital of Dr. A. M. Ross last week.
The prize which is a loving cup main wntil the last o f the month,
The operation was for gall stones
is of gold lined with silver and when Mr. Brovin will return to ac
and appendicitis.
Several unusual
is now being engraved with his Icompany them home.
ly large gall stones were found be
name and the necessary inscription.
Dr. Mallary and party of sax
sides numerous small ones.
Mr.
Young Lamb is the eldest son of from Philadelphia are expected this
Mar stop wa.s to a very critical co n 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lamb and for the v week for the last ten days o f fish
dition at the time of the operation
past season has assisted in) looking ing. t
which was performed by Dr. A. M.
When in
Ross assisted by Dr. E. J. Brawn out for the Caddy Boys.
A party of New Yorkers are also
terviewed
in
regard
to
the
tourna
o f Stratton with Miss' S. M. SouJJ-e
to arrive this week for a two weeks’
ment Herbert was very modest or
nurse.
At present the patient is
stay and this promises tq he th»e
a more complete sketch)
of1 the'
improving rapidly.
best September for business in the
tournament w,ould have been given.
The village schools' opened, Mon
The son of W. L. Allen while do ! history o f Bal'd Mountain) camp®.
day with good attendance in each
Work is soon to commence on
room.
The High school is unus ing a little target practice prepara Foster Clark’s lot, for he will comic
ually large numbering 43 and sev tory to the hunting season had the
from his home in North Attleboro
eral more are expected after two misfortune to shoot the flesh) from
one side of ids' toe.
Dr. A. M. Ross Maiss., in a few days and tlneir camp
weeks.
The teachers1 have found
is to be completed before another
boarding places as follows: J. E. was called and dressed the wound.
season and this will he a, great ad
Peakes with Mrs. Addle Richardson,
dition to the handsome; sumimter
Miiss Beatrice Jones at G. M. Carl
homes on the shone of this lake.
ton’s, Miss Graves and Miss Gifford
--------------------------.JM.l
at Geo. Russel’s, and the Misses

Record Fish Still Being Taken— Andover Man Undergoes Serious
Operation—Typhoid Fever
Lady Taken Sick on Way to
Along Kennedago
Camps.
Stream.

(Special to Maine Woods.)
York Camps, Loon Lake, Septem
ber 8—Everything as, usual, very
lively, at York’s during the past
w.eek. Salmon in the lake and trout
in the streams are jumping to fly
and showing they are good size
Record fish
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating ma and gamey as ever.
chine.
In first class condi icn. In- have been caught every day and
trout limit brought into camp for
tuire at Maine Wood® office.
the chef lO prepare to say naught
FOR SALE)-—Village stand in Phillips of the luncheons prepared by the
Upper Village.
Inquire o f J. Blaine guides.
Morrison.
Always something being dene " to
The
HAMD KNIT STOCKINGS— Heavy make everybody happy here.
Maine wool, 19 inches long, weight latest pleasing feature is the clear
% pound to the pair.
Can be worn ing which Mr. York has had made
over pants.
Sizes, large,
sm^ll where those desirous of practice
and medium.
Color, light gray before starting in for partridge or
and white.
Price, knee length 90 ducks may be seen alud heard shoot
cents (over knee $1.25) delivered ing at the tiny clay pigeons as. they
free on approval.
rise from the trap and sail away
Mrs. L. Li. Bean,
with a whirr in their almost life
Freeport, Maine.
like endeavor to hunt the timber for
protection.
FOR SAL,E)—Glen wood
heating
Among the late arrivals are Mrs.
stove, folding bed, etc. Apply Mrs. Charles Bucklin of Pawtucket, R.
H. E. Voter, Sawyer street, Phil
I., and Misss Florence C. Greene of
lips.
Providence, R. I., who are comfor
F O R SALE— A rabbit dog,
three tably installed in one of the cabins,
Mr. and Mrs.
years old.
Color, black and white. on Birch point.
Guaranteed to run rabbits.
Price I. Hillier and Miss Edith Hillier of
Crawford, N. J.; Mr. cl.id. Mrs.
$5.00.
Address'
Richard J. White of Baltimore, who
Harold Stevens„
have come to try the late fishing
(Dover Maine/
while they wait for the hunting sea
FOlR iSALB—Desirable home in Phil- son to open. Mr. and Mrs. F. W.
11pe village.
For particulars
ad- Anness and Mr. and Mrs. Harvy M.
dreeB Box 813, Farmington, Me.
Anness with their chauffeur, E. C.
Murphy, have just
arrived af
ter a most delightful trip, through
WANTED.
the White
Mountain Region
and into
camp
via) Poland
WANTED—White birch lumber saw Springs.
During their stay the
ed in % boards 4 feet long, or % party contemplate takingthe car
squares 4 feet long.
Address, giv and making a two
or
three
ing quantity and prioe, Malden Par days camping trip with their guide,
cel Handle Company, Malden, Mass. Clarence Gile, through the Dead
River country.
WANTED—Apples at my store
A jolly addition to the ever live
house on Dodge Road Friday and
ly crow d at York’s is the Hoffman
Satuiday of each week.
party comprising Mr. and Mrs. W.
B. F. Beal.
,
H. Hoffman, Mr. Rogers Hoffman,
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. We Iton and Mr.
R. A. Lowe all of Waterbary Conn.
To Save Closet Space.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Quimhy' and
Metal towel racks, that have flat
places at each curved end to screw to Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Lehy all of Bos
a wall, will almost double the capacity ton were booked for a stay at the
of your closet if screwed to the bot camp ’ ast week and started to their
tom of the lower shelf. A dozen gar car but owing to the sudden illness
ment hangers may be suspended from of Miss Quimby on their arrival at
each one.
Lewiston Mr. and Mrs. Lehy canns
IT
PAYS
TO
A D V E R T IS E
IN through by train leaving the others
•n Lewiston until the invalid is
M A IN E W OODS.
LOW AD
able to come on which we hope
V E R T IS IN G RA TES.
aid understand will be this week.
Mr. E. A. Shaw- of Portland and
guide, Martin Fuller, are among the
salmon catchers and seem to
havimg their share from the talk
in the guides cabin evenings.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Lebkeclier
three children and maid from New
ark, N. J., are occupying one of
the bi,g cabins on the south side
of the* lake.
Frank Haley is guid Pease at Eugene Soule’s.
William F. Nye is the great
TianK Nile is quite seriously ill
ing for the party.
est authority on refined oils in the
Since cur last issue, Mr. and with typhoid fever at the home of
world. He was the first bottler; has
sister, M rs., Alexis- Blodgett.
Mrs. V. R. Burr and Mr. and Mrs. hi®
the largest business and NYOIL
J. L. Snooker of New York City
is the best oil he has ever made.
have registered. !
*
SA F E S T L A X A T I V E FOR W O M E N .
NYOIL has no equal.
Messrs. H. O. and J. W. Wilson
N early every w om a n needs a good
laxative.
Dr. K in g ’ s New L ife P ills
with their guides came from Kerr are
Beware of scented mixtures called
good because th ey are prom pt,
sa
fe
and
do
ca u se pain. Mrs. M. C.
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything j uebago for a day’s fishing on Loon Dunlap, o f Lnot
ead ill. Tenn.. sa y s: “ Dr.
K
in
g
’s
N
ew
L
ife
Pills helped her
lake
Sunday
returning
in
the
even
where a light oil is required. It pre
troubles g re a tly .”
Get a b ox to -d a y .
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
ing.
Price, 25c.
R ecom m en ded b y R . If.
’ reble, Pbllliiis; it. L. Mitchell. K in g tion. Sportsmen, use it liberally on
The wind has been strong and lfield:
ClmrleN D y er, Strong: II. C'.
your firearms and your rod. You will
cool for the last few- days but ap ltiddle, Knngeley.
find it by far the best Hardware and
parently not enough so to bar the
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
sports frrm their fishing as they jjiiiiiimmmiiiiiiiimimmiiimimiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiimin
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 o. and
are keeping their guides busy show
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
ing them the best places.

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLf i “ The Homelike House For] I
FOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS AND BLAODE

BACKWOODS SKETCHES
(By JOHN FRANCIS SPRAGUE)

Just off the press.
•
A breezy and entertaining book for Sportsmen
{ and Nature Lovers. Price $1.00 post paid.
I

I

Send your orders to

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
t99999999999®99

Phillips, Maine

WOOD BOXES
PILED HIGH

Guest Is Back for Second TripMany Here for the Last of
the Fishing.

Laid Mot,fatain Camps, Mooselodk
meguntic Lake, Sept. 9—The win.
is blowing a, gale to-day and ove
across the lake the trees are tak
ing on their scarlet and yellot
leaves, the wood boxes to the camp
are kept piled high with birch log
and the fires are burning brightlj
for the summer is ended and th
autumn days wiill soon be follows
by the winter,, when the snow) wi
Maine Stop at
be flying through the air.
Mr. ant'd Mrs. Walter G. Clark c
North Attleboro, Mass., who can?,
in their tearing ear are spoil din,
some time fax Camp1 Ellis. Mr. Clan
was the only fisherman brave e
= Midway between N ew City Hall and M on 
nough to start out fishing thi
ument Square
morning.
Natt Ellis is his guild'
1
Only Fireproof Hotel in tbe State
| Conveniently Located for people Attending
and they came in at nocn with t v
Conventions
good sized saltaom.
1 Every courtesy and attention shown ladies
E. L. Hickson of North. Attleborc
traveling alone
| has returned for his second trip an
1
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
T R A N S IE N T R A T E S
1 plains to remain until he has land
H European Plan 11 .00 per day and up
ed a good string of fisb.
v| American Plan 1 2 .00 per day and up
Mass I-Iarritte Hobble and Mis
H. E. THURSTON, R. F. HIMMELEIN,
Proprietors.
f Fanny M. Osborne of New Yorl
Munjoy Hill Cars pass the door.
= i who have been enjoying life
miiiiiiiimiiimiimim!iiiiiii!iiiiiimiimniiiiiiiii!i!iiiiiiiuiiiiiiiniimiiiii!i!iiii!ii

|When in Portland

W M . F. NYE,
N ew B edford, Mass.

CHILDLESS
_ _ WOMEN

Lim it of Pessimism.

Clergyman (indignantly)—“You say
you haven’t anything to be thankful
for? Why, look at your neighbor
Hayes; he has just lost his wife by in
fluenza.” Burke—“But that don’t do
me any good; I ain’t Hayes.”
Something of a Lottery.

“What I want,” said the young mail,
i “is to get married and have a peaceful, quiet home.” “ Well, sometimes it
] works that way and sometimes it’3
i like joinin’ a debatin’ society.”
F oley K id n ey P ills
cure ob stin a te
cases o f kidney and b ladd er trou b le,
rheum atism and lu m b a go b ecause th ey
rem ove the cause. Y ou can not ta k e
this honest
cu ra tive
m ed icin e
into
yo u r system - w ith ou t g e ttin g the rig h t
results.
Try them.
R. II. P R E B L E , D ru g g ist.

Adv*

Everybody’’

S C H A S E HflUSEl

THE 20™ CENTURY

eJir'

*

gun*
y o u ran
buy. Cleans out the barrels. Espe
cially g ood when smokeless powder
is used.
Oils the mechanisms,
polishes the stock, and positively
prevents rust on the xnetal in any
climate and any kind o f weather.
TTse before and after shooting.

Free samole to those who have
net tried it.
a-JN-ONE

o il

c o .,

12 4 New Street, New York.

MAINE

WOODS,
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Tap pan Farm, Winthrop, Maine, and
got by Simmons 2.28, a son of
Wilkes 2.22.
$

FOREST NOTES

MANY GUESTS
START HOMEWARD

Switzerland has four cooperative
associations for the growing and
marketing of forest product's.

Fast well-bred youngsters are in
a full b'rother of Alcyone 2.27, and demand at good prices. Mr. John
(Special to Maine Woods.)
her second dam' wats by Franklin R. Farnuin, a well known Massach
The Birches, Mooselookmeguntic
The U. S. forest service is using
There are a number of very prom Wilkes, a son of Nelson’ s Wilkes usetts1 lover o f fast trotters, paid Lake, Sept. 11—These are the au
gasoline
railway speeders for fire
when
everything) is
ising colts and fillies in this) vi 8571. She should make a valuable $4900 last fall, a.t the Fasig Tiptonr tumn days
protection
purposes.
They, follow,
sale, iu New York City, for the changing. Beautiful are the suiuis|ets
cinity that will doubtless be on brood mare.
up trains on steep grades where
trotting
filly
Lady
Waucika. and the clouds as they pass over
exhibition at the cattle ©blow) and
Lady Fondly, a pacing daughter yearling record 2.23%. H e placed the mountains making an ever sparks thrown out by forced draft
fair o f the North) Franklin Agricul
are likely to start fires along the
tural Society .
Norrisj Haokstt’s off Isaac Ellis’ stallion, Prince A l her in the hands of the suceesisful changing picture no* artist cam copy.
right of way.
t’oaidly,
p
2.15%,
won
the
2.20
praco
New. Hampshire trainer, Walter R.
two year old stallion Lord Wilkes,
“ Homeward,” is now the word.
Jr., is a handsome well proportion at Calais, Me., Sept. 4, in straight Cox for further developemeut. Mr. The young people are going back
Forest officers! have found that
heats;
time 2.19%-2.17%-2.18%; Cox recently sold this filly, for Mr.
ed fellow, as large and well develop
to school for vacation days
are high power telescopes are not al
and
over
the
same
1
track
the
Farnum, to Mr. John L. Dodge of over.
ed as the average of four-year-olds;
The city home* must agailn ways satisfactory fin fire* lookout
following
day she
won
tire
Orangeburg, N. Y., for $12500 an ad be opened, yet it ils with) regret work.
stands about 15-2 hands, and the
I<n sonne localities heat vi
the
2.25
pace
in
straight
day he was 27 months old weighed
vance of $7000 above the price paid many Leave these com fortable log brations iu the atmosphere are 6£
heats; time 2.18%-2.19>-2.17%. She
ten hundred avid ten pounds.
He
and a net profit o f considerable cabins and the quiet of tliiis
life magnified by the glass that clear
is a neW-corner to the standard per
has six close crosses o f the re
er vision can be bad with the unaid
former list, and acts like a high more than $0000 after deducting cost for the rush and hurry of city.<
nowned George Wilkesi 2.22, is well
Dr. and Mrs. C. N. Cutler o f Chel ed eye.
class race mare.
S.he has since o f training and all other expenses.
broken to harness, a good gaited
Her sire is Peter the Great 2.07%, sea, Mass., who for several, years
lowered her record to 2.15%.
trotter, and can pull two good siz
and her dam is Baron Lassie, by have spent part o f September on
At the national conservation coned men ica a buggy up a steep hill
•Three handsome pacers were giv Baron Wilkes 2.18; second dam, An the island are here for
a
two gross to be held Iti Washington,
with apparantly as little effort1 as en light work on the P h illip s track, nie Sharp, by Nutwood 2.18%. The
November 18-20, the subject of for
weeks’1 sojourn.
the average mature horse of that the 5th 'iimst.
One was Prince Al- purchaser, Mr. Dodge, 1© a wealthy
Mr. aud Mrs. E. L. Morse
of estry- will hie handled by- a main
size.
’
fondly p 2.15%, owned) by Isaac Ellis alnd very successful breeder c f trot
sub-committees
Stock bridge, Mass., who are here committee, * With
The rural free delivery mail car Rangeley, and driven by his owner. ting stock, whO' takes great pleas
for the summer are entertaining which will report on federal and
rier, Marshall H. Davenport owns Another wais a racy looking chest ure in training bis own horses,) and
Ferriis Greenslet of Boston and the state forest policies, forest taxa
a suckling filly that is, a full sis nut gelding, also owned by Mr. driving them in races. Lady Wan.et"
gentlemen spend most of their time tion, fires, lumbering, planting, uti
ter of Lork Wilkes, Jr.
She is Ellis, sired by Tenerone 33792, and ka will undoubtedly tret a mile in
lization, forest schools, and scient
fishing.
large, well proportioned, and strong driven by Frank H aley;' and the 2.10 this fall as a tw o-yeaifold.
ific forest investigations.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Tileston
o
f
ly muscled; has a remarkably strong third Wasi a sweet little mare, by a
Hyde,
Mass.,
are
among:
the
late
set of liimb(s, 'iis up headed, very I son of Chimes; dam by* MaAibrifto
COW M O O S E S E E N
Elk have been found in the Uinta
comers for a two weeks’ sojourn.
active and already shows unusual (King 1279; owned and driven by D©national forest, Utah, for th© first
Dr.
and
Mrs.
P.
A.
Hayt
o
f
Fishspeed at the trot, for one of her ! Berna Ross, esq.
No fast miles
Since they
age.
Her sire is Lord Wilkes were attempted but the/e were some Large Animal Visited W a t e r v ille kill, N. Y., have joined Mrs. Hayt’s time in many- years.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. IM. Hampton are not from shipments from the
and W in slo w Yesterday.
45200, a son of Nelson’s Wilkes lively and interesting brushes on
Todd for the remainder of the sea Jackson Hole country to neighboring
8571 and Edna Baron, by Oakland the home stretch! that reminded
forests, th© state and federal of
Baron 2.09%, a son of Baron Wilkes one o f a genuine horse race.
Waterville entertained a distin son.
ficials are gratified at this1 apparent
Rev.
R.
B.
Parker
o
f
Ipswich,
2.18.
Her dam is by Tenorbm© The Boeder those
who
hav,© guished visitor recently
im the
33792, a son of Alclayone 2.20%, by charge o f the track are now putting form o f the large cow moose which Mass., is enjoying vacation days increas© in big game, as the result
He is accompanied by- his of protection.
Alcyone 2.27 and Alto,(dam
of it in lirst-class condition for work had evidently become estranged here.
wife
and
son, R. B. ParkeT, Jr., and
Claude F'iisher 2.29%,) by Allec- ing and racing horses upon.
from its natural’ haunts and wander
R E IN D E E R H E L P O U T ALASKA
daughter, Miss C. Parker and their
tus 3794, a son o f Alcantara 2.23,
ed to this vicinity.
Th© animal
Up to Saturday, S,ept 6, there) had was first seen in Wiinslow accord friends, Mrs. E. W. Peckham o f
Seattle, Wash.— The reindeer In
been 35 n,ew| additions, this season, ing to the reports.
There were Orange, N. J., and Miss A. Jane
to the list, of 2.10 trotters, all of various stories about th© exact time. way- o f New Brunswick, N. J. The dustry in Alaska is bringing pros
which trace directly through1 their It was first reported that the aln- party occupy two camps, Hiawatha perity to the natives o f the north,
sires to Ryedyk’s Hambletonian 10. nimal was seen on the island direct and Do-drop-in and are greatly according to Walter C. Shields, su
The number that trace to him ly south of the Lockwood mills at pleased with life here on the is perintendent of the northern dis
trict o f th© United States bureau
land.
through his noted son; George Wilkes 4.30 o’clock.
o
f education, who has returned from
E.
E.
W
right
o
f
Newton
Center,
2.22 is 18; through Electioneer 125,
Residents of Wiinslow claim to
the territory.
is 7; through Happy Medium 400, is have first seen th© animai on the Mass., is here for a short stay.
“ The natives o f the far north ar#
Eli Whitney- of New Haven, Conn.,
4; through Strathmore 408, is 2; Warren farm at 7 o ’clock. From eye
Mr.
on Saturday- joined his family for becoming Independent,” said
through Dictator 113, is 2; through
Witnesses it was learned that the
Shields.
“
Manyo
f
them
own
rein
the remainder of their stayEdward Everett 81, is 1, and throug'
—the lightest, finest/
moose swam and walked across, the
Mrs. I. B. ValMe of Philadelphia deer herds w,orth from $10,000 to
Artitllery 2.21%, is 1.
Five o f the
Whi t e s t bread and
river hear the island seven times. and Miss Olive and Miss Marion $25,000.
W hole families are sup7,
that
trace
directly
to
HambLe"
more loaves to every
After remaining some time in this Kekmedy, New York enjoyed a de orted by the increase o f the herds.*!
toniani 10, through Electioneer 125,
sack—
vicinity the animal swami down the lightful trip to Kennebago this week.
Mr. Shields said the herds taken
are descendants o f Bingen) 2.06%.
—the tenderest, flakiest
middle of th© river toward the
to
Ala3ka by the government a few
Everyone is now keeping the huge
and most digestible pas-,
The number of the 36 that have in
mouth of the Sebasticook.
From logs of yellow birch wood piled high years ago double every three years.
try—
herited one or more strains from
here no trace could be found and on the open fires that add so much All the surplus male reindeer are
—cake and biscuits and
George Wilkes 2.22, through sire
everything else you bake
it is supposed that the moos© struck to the cheer as well as com fort o f killed for meat or brokefn for use
or dam or both, is 31; and from1
— you rs by specifying
for the woods.
log cabin life these cool September as draught animals.
William Tell, the flour
Electioneer 125, through sire or dam
Th© creature was a large crae, a* days.
that is milled only from
is 11.
The fastest o f these •'new
the best Ohio Red Winter
U N IT E D
STATES
R IF L E
TEAM
performers, by their records, is Ten- bout the size o f an average horse.
Wheat by a special pat
W IN S .
S A V E S O U R B IR D F R I E N D S
era 2.05%, whose sir© is Moko
ented process that makes
’P R O S E C U T I O N S
it richest in n u tritiv e
24457, (no record,) a son of Bar
The United States rifle team won
value.
The United States Senate has been
on Wilkes 2.18, amid whose dam is
Tell your grocer that
State Fish and Game Commission
driven into aln humanitarian posi the Palma match at Perry, Ohio,
Terentia, (no record,) by Expedi
nothing will suit you but
Its scoro© was 1714. The
Re port Unusual Ones.
tion by- the courage and determina Sept. 8.
tion 2.15%, a son o f Electioneer
tion of a few men who were en team from the Argentine Republic
125, and Lady Russell.
The latter
Information was received by the trenched in the sentiment o f the was second, with a score o f 1864,
was by Harold 413 and h er- dam
State Fish and Game Commission country. One ni©r.e commercial “ en nine points ahead o f Canada's score
was the famous Miss Russell, dam
Sweden made 1484 a.:id
that on complaint o f H. L. Sterne, terprise” ' conflicting wiith th© laws I o f 1675.
Of Maud S. 2.08%, Nutwood 2.18%,
Peru
1465.
The shooting was on
warden, J. IM. Aldwich of Redwing of God and. Ill© intelligence of hu- ;
eitc.
Ridge, Ct., paid a fine of $40, on inanity, has been defeated. A great the 800, 900 and 1000 yard ranges.
James W. that won first money
Aug. 28, for camping and kindling stride has been taken in preserving j The scores are considered good, as
Sn th© 2.14 trot at the recent Hacks’
bird life, destroying ilnsect pests and I a strong north wind blew in th*
fires on wild lands without a guide.
meetings at Lewiston and Augusta,
faces c f th© shooters. *The winn
By the same warden $25. was co l obliterating idiotic style® built up
H, M C K E N Z I E T R A D I N G
CO.f Me., and won second money in the lected of R. R. Valefntine and C. by the vanity of thoughtless and ing score wrs six points below that
same class at Bangor, has since
made by the United States team,
Phillips, Me.
Clifton Lewis of East Rockaway-, N. senseless women who have been
been racing quote successfully, in
last year, when it captured the priz*
Y., for having a rifle in their p os misled by “ style makers” in the em
high class' company-, in the Grand
in
Canada.
session fitted with a Maxim silenc ploy of rich feather merchants.
Circuit.
He won first money in. the
The feather trade has been built j The Canadian team was much sur
er.
2.10 trot at Rockinghalm Park, N.
prised at the result, as it c.vm%I
On August 20 the same warden up to its enormous size by methods j
H., and got second money- im, the
here determined to win back thaH
of
cultivating
“
appetites”
and
ciev,
collected $60. from John McDonald
2.09 trot at Hartford, Conn. Jam©?.
prize.
The Argentine shooters did
o f Oxbow foa* killing one deer and er advertising, much as the booze
W. won the first heat at Hartford,
well,
considering
that they were n<
traffic has been able to overcrowd ,
two partridge in close season.
in. 2.09%; Ruth McGregor took
accustomed to long range shooting.
the avenues, of Hades.
the second and third heats in 2.07%Some day we’ll get the booze mak |
H U N G A R IA N P A R T R ID G E S
IT
2.10%; th© fourth and fifth heats
PAYS
TO
A D V E R T IS E
IN
ers and sellers, too.
were won by Fan Patch, in) 2.10%M A IN E WOODS. LOW A D V E R - 1
The Washington Post o f Sept. 3,
2.10%, and James W. the sixth in
T IS IN G RATES.
The Hungarian partridges which) said:
'
N
•-MOKE OUT, In cold weather trappers smoke
out more mink, “ coon” , skunk, etc., in one day 2.12.
The race was) then postpon were liberated on Mt. Desert Island
“
F
o
r
five
hours
last
night
Demoj
ban they can take in traps in a month- -besides
ed to the following day, when Fan last spring have been very- busy cratiq senators fought cut the ques- j
they fret prime furs worth the most money.
A DIME brings illustrated guide. It tells how.
“ A IL IN G .”
Giving the first time in print the treasured sec Patch won the deciding! heat 1m home-making and family : raiising tied of whether or n,ot the plumage !
rets of the wisest old trapper in this country, its 2.09%, and James1 W. finished sec this summer.
Several flocks o f 15 of wild birds should be permitted' to !
worth dollars to you.
ond.
James W. 2.09%. was by Sim- or mor© young birdsi have been seen be imported into the United Stat.es. j
Is a Common Expression,
TRAPPER'S SUPPLY CO.
more 2.17%, a hoi’s© now owned at and there is a pair on Rodiak’s Is The Senate committee had agreed !
BOX W . OAK PARK, ILL.
ol
land.
They must have flowfn from to a modification of the drastic pro- 1 And is usually an Indication
will
th© Hull’s Cove shor©' and taken hibition o f the House.
This mod- j some serious sickness that
up their abode on the island. The ification was denounced by tli© Aud- soon develop unless the right remedy
nost of 16 eggs w-as accidentally des ©boot Society and other lovers o f Is used.
troyed and th© mother killed dur birds, anxious to stop; their sla u gh f : There is one sure safe remedy
Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Sick
ing haying, bu.t another hen has er, as tending to make the House for
Headache, Constipation and
OoldJ
beeln placed on the island and tho provisoin absolutely ineffective.
in
the
first
stages.
two birds have been Steen frequently
where to go for the best fall hunting
“ The figlit for the House! provis
The True “ L. F.” Atwood’s Medi
There is protection) on these birds ions w-as led by Senator® Lane and
cine, used and proved for over 60
and from ruffed grouse or common, Chamberlain, of Oregon.
Th© cau
partridge.
Now that the hunting cus finally decided to stand by- the 1years. Here Is one o f tho proofs:
“ I owe my existence here
the
season is nearing, th© safety o f committee.
The two Oregon sen
past
eight
years
to
this
wonderful
the birds will be jealously looked ators bolted, and others supported j
combination o f roots, barks
and
out for, as the© ar,e many- who are j them.
Party managers then found ! herbs, the True “ L. F.” Atwood’s
interested in their permanent e s  the spirit o f insurgency too, strong, I
for information concerning hotels and camps, to
Medicine.”
tablished there.
and the House paragraph) was adlopt- ( Mrs. O. M. Harrison, Brewer, Me.
ed.
This absolutely prohibits the
If you have never used “ L. F."
IT PA Y S T O A D V E R T I S E IN M A I N E importation of the plumage oIf wild
Atwood’s Medicine, write today for
WOODS. LO W A D V E R T IS IN G
birds except for scientific and educ- a free sample. "L. F.” MEDICINE
RATES.
atidnal purposes.’ ’
CO., Portland, Me.
By S. W . Parlin.
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IF IN DOUBT
WRITE
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LARGE NUMBER
AT UPPER DAM
Fish Are Still Taken in the Pool—
Golf Holds the Attention
of Many.

ments the past week.
Thursday Mrs. E. M. Nichols of
Columbus, Ohio, at Fishordie camp
entertained the children for a taf
fy puli and it was a sweet time for
the little folks,.
Jack Frost called here the other
night and took many of the beaut
iful flowers that have decorated
tlue camps this season and that have
received so much admiration.
T. L. Barber of South Framing
ham, Mass., was fortunate enough
to tempi a 5 pound 1 ounce salmon
to take the fly yesterday and Hon.
Arthur B. Calkins of New .London,
Conn., this morning caught seven
but only one was a record, 3 pound,
5 ounce salmon.
F.' V. Marble has returned from a
short stay at his heme in Lowell,
Mass., and with Mrs. Marble plans
to remain here until October as
they have grea+ly enjoyed life here,
where no on.e even hate to\ sneeze
with the hay fever.
,
Dr. Norton Down’s family, who
have been spending a number of
weeks at their beautiful summer
camp returned this week to their
Philadelphia home.
Trips to Richardscn( pend are now
the popular thing for the guests who
find good fly fishing there and al
ways report seeing deer.

lars.
The lumber industry of the
State is worth more annually) than
the crops of apples, fish, wood, and
wheat combibed, and one large fire
would destroy mdlliions o f dollars
worth of timber.
' Timber owners have contributed
$150,000, toward the protection of
the forests, the federal government
gives as mtich more, and the State
legislature recently
appropriated
$75,000 for the (next year.
State Forester Elliott hasi under
Mm two men each in' three coun
ties and one piam each] in twentyone counties to act a.s fire patrol.
County fire Patrol associations co
operate with these men.
in addit
ion, forty men, paid from the Weeks
fund, appropriated by the national
government, are assigned to work
with the county wardens. Fully 600
men are also working in the pay- of
individual timber owners, and keep
close touch with! the county o f
ficials.
w

pears to have been a hip bone.
A
large special),en still remainis iin the
well, six men having been mna-ble to
remove it.
Ralph Kittredge and brother Hen
ry, who have been camping cut at
Togus stream, for the past week, re*
turned recently to Augusta.
Dur
ing their stay they secured 14 ducks,
two teal, and a blue heron, which
its a pretty good week’s work.

(Special to Maine Woods.)
Upper Dam, Scpfc. 1,1—There are
more guests new being entertain
INS A N D O U T S OF D U C K H U N T 
ed here than 1 ever
'before
in
ING
<
September, 'but next week every
body goes' home and this famous old
(Continued, from page 3.)
pool will be be deserted two weeks
whisper. “W ait until they rise.”
earlier than ever be 1'cre, whi< h me, n
We waited. I had another chill, but
that somehow, someway, nobody
this time it Avas a chill of excitement.
seems to know1how or for what rea
The end of my shotgun began to de
scribe t eccentric ovals and lop-sided
son, the foolifeh and unwise law,
circles. I had heard of people having
among a lot of others, just as fool
buck ague when they tried to shoot
ish acid unwise was passed at Aug
their first deer. I guess I had duck
usta last winter which! closes fish 
ague.
ing here September 15. There al
As soon as the sun stuck its rim
ways has bieen more or less hunt
This army of watcher® is now over the ocean far away, the three
ers here in October, but not one
busy around the headquarters o f im black objects could be seen to be
is expected this fall for the lawi
portant
streams, putting out litlte ducks. They pulled their heads out
$25. for a hunter from out of Maine
j
#
fires and ever looking out for big from under their wings, paddled
takes many hundred dollars out of
ones.
A network of telephones is around, took a few bites of food and
this part of the country.
“ Why mot
beilng extended everywhere! through began to show signs of hitting the air
make wise la-ws, why let politicos
the forests in order to insure tfye line for the southland.
come into the matter at all'?”
Is
With a slap of their pinions, they
swiftest notice of a threatening fire,
what those who have at heart the
and the gathering of an experienced rose. Sam’s gun Avent off with a roar
interests of our fish and game often
force to fighK it.—New York Trib and so dip the guns of the others.
ask.
There is no use in trying to
T H E M A IN FO R E S TR Y CAMP
une.
Two of the ducks fell. Then I finally
think there is good fishing at the
exerted will power to crook my finger
Ramgeley lakes alter the fish have
The Maine forestry! camp, which
and fire my gun, but by that time, the
S P O R T IN G N O T E S
all been plugged out.
is being
educated' for thei first
remaining duck was beating his wings
this
season!
under
th.e
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Doane of time
to a 70-mile-an-hour clip and my shot
Boston, who came in June returned auspices of the State forestry de
For Joseph Knowles to lie up spattered in the water somewhere I
borne on Tuesday, planning to re partment and under the supervision there in the cold with nothing but couldn’t see. Sam got one of the two
turn au<I spend' next sumimer in the <3tf John M. Briscoe, proffessor of a boar—not “ bear”—skin betwieejn ducks and the other one fell to the lot
same camp.
They are m ost de_ forestry at the University of Maine him and pneumonia the Boston Post of Bill. Jack and myself Avere duck
lightful people who add much to has been at work for a week past is ready\>ta.nd as his meal ticket less.
1
And we comthe pleasure of the “ happy' family’” at Big Mhsquash) Lake, near Prin for the next decade.
The two successful shots smiled a
ceton.
And from now until well mended tli* Post s choice of its m anf smile of satisfaction, but there Avas
here at Upper Dam.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. Stillwell on toward the end of the month, the \\ e know nothing about, the cold, but little consolation for the other two of
of Philadelphia were welcomed by ten students who are registered, the lying part of it appears td he us>
many old friends on their arrival will be busily engaged in gaining a paiticulaily good..
*
‘No more chance today,” said Sam.
Tuesday' evening and plan to re working knowledge of methods of
He and Bill got their birds apd we all
Scores of residents of Harpswell, went back to the camp for breakfast.
main in camp until the first o f Oct timber estimating and of the fun
damentals of forestry, as the science especially these living on Great Is It was a good feed—bacon, eggs,
ober.
The school land, are anxious for the Bowdodn steaming coffee and doughnuts, so \\e
Tom Miner of New York has re is understood to-day.
intended, primarily, for owners of College professors to return so that naturally felt a bit better. Along in
turned and will remain to acoompar.jr ls
his familv home next week.
Ismall tracts of timberlands, and for j a gl,eat fossii f0Und at Basin Point, the middle of the forenoon, we chugMrs. Wm. B. French of Bostc\n those who are employed as cruisers |near Cundy’s Harbor, by Theodore chugged back to Portland and the old
in by lumbering companies. The cour.^ Bulla-rd and Harmon O. Coombs may motorboat never behaved better.
gave a most enjoyable picnic
is a.n elementary one but much be explained.
A small fragment,
We don’t use any decoys down to
honor o f Mrs. C. L. Adams off Bo,sr
practical knowledge c:f valtie to the which was sent to Harvard Univer Chebeague, but at some of the places
ton, who returned homo this week.
l u m b e r m a n is imparted, even: in the
sity has b.ee.n pronounced petrified these are used. The old wooden deThe “ Clock G o lf’ still keeps
weeks which has been assign- bone., and several physicians declare j coys to coax the ducks into thinking
many of the anglers from casting thres
tli,e work this year.
The it is a portion df some aincient an- j there is a nice feeding ground where
the fly over the pool although there ed to
fair to be so success- •mal of great size.
Bullard) and i they are anchored are still used. But
has not been any exciting tourna- |school bids
j ful, that the time will b.e extended Coombs w,ere digging a well.
W henj they are going out of style, I am told,
Ten students ar.e in about seven feet deep below the j Johnny Whitney who has a real shootnext seaison
camp now and a number more are surface. beneath the edge of a roc- jng blind where the hunters always
expected to arrive next week. Those ky ledge, they found a pocket o f , get ducks, never used Avooden decoys,
here at preseLt are: W. R. Pease, beach gravel and Jm this fossil re- i He has a flock of Mallards—ducks that
The largest piece they took ! are half tame and half Avild, that he
Portland; Earl R. Adams, Water- mains.
ville; William F. Dunbar, North' Cas- out was about five feet lci.ig and uses instead. They work better, too.
Another piiece a.P~ Sometimes a green hunter hits a Mal
tine; F. J. R. Talbor, East Machias; ' 30 inches wide
D. C. York, Rurcford Falls; and Em...
......
ersen Eaten, Princeton. The, camp
is attractively located on the shore
of Big Musquash lake.
It has an
excellent equipteel-t of tents and
Ed Grant, Beaver Pond Camps.
everything needed, all of which is
N«w reading matter, Interesting.
The first edition w as exhausted m uch furnished by the State. The camp

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

than we expected and the popu- |
to anyone who Avdshes. to
Iw demand was so great for a second -s c Pen
‘
„ ev.
edltlon that we published an enlarged J attendi and there IS' no otner t.
Md improved edition to be sold by
,'
that o f maintenance. It
■^11
am ed.
L
. . .
11 (postpaid) at the low nrtrwa
price nnamed.
Twelve cents, postpaid.
Stamps ac- isn’t all work, either, and the
J. W. B R A C K E T T CO.
Phillips, Maine.

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS
Maine Woods has frequent
totMtriee for mape of the fishing regtome o f the state, etc.
W e can
tamie/h the following m aps:
tV*mklto Commity ........................ $ .50
•mietrset County ............................. 50
OseDord County ................................. 50
Ffcsoaitaquie County ......................... 50
Iroowtoiok County ............................ 50
W»«8hlijngtoin County ......................... 50
•■ting map o f Maine, 20x35 to ..1.00
•eological maip o f Maine ..............35
R. maip otf Maine ..................... 35
Imdroscogigto County ..................... 35
ttunberlamd County .........................35
Hancock County ................................ 50
Haiuiebeo County .............................35
Kaox County .................................... 35
Itaoolm and Sagadahoc Co unities .35
Penobscot County .............................50
Waldo County .................................... 35
Yost County ............................... .35

J. W BRACKETT CO.,
Maine.
Phillips,
GUIDES’ ADDRESSES
Thie column is fo r sale to guides
w ant th e ir addresses to appear
IK Maine Woods each w e e k in a l 
phabetical order.
F o r price address
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.

** 1 G. Johnston, Masardis, Me.
•oarge H. Potts, Brtidgton, Me.
H. A. Tibbetts, 16 Manly St., Au
lts®* Maine.

students are finding much enjoy
ment im fishing and in their prac
tical field work over the picturesque
country thereabouts.
Banjos and
mandolins .serve to make the ev-en
ings pass pleasantly about the
camp fire.

Interdependent
Prosperity
Yours
New England’s
The New England Lines’

G R E A T F O R E S T OF OREGON
Six Hundred W atchers Guard T i m 
ber W o r th Billions.

To guard its great forests, es
timated to contain at least’ onefifth of the standing timber of the
United States, the State, o f Oregon,
with the aid of the federal govern
ment, is taking greater precautions
than ever to prevent ravages’ by
fire.
As; the result of th.e efficient
supervision there lies beeni thus fair
not a single disastrous fire th%
season.
According to official! figures the
forests of Oregon cent a ll
about
545,000,000,000 feet o f lumber, which
is worth on the stump about1 $700„000.000, and when manufactured1will
have a value o f several billion dol

THE FISHERMAN'S FRIEND

A railroad is inextricably identified with
the com m unity it serves.
In order to prom ote prosperity in its terri
tory, a railroad m ust render adequate service.
In return, in order for the com m unity to
prosper, it must co-operate with the railroad.
Co-operation means m utual confidence and
confidence cn the part o f your road assures
increased facilities.
And additional facilities are necessary for
the com m unity growth.

Sav es

Fish.

! Fingers,
Tackle
and time
GET
I
ONE
at y o u r
d ea ler’s
or b v
mail, 25c.
E. J. Fredemlall & Co. 3334 Seminary Ave.,
Dept. 8, Chicago, 111.

_

lard instead of a wild duck, but lie has
a duck to take home just the same.
That’s more’n I got.
While we Avere playing cards that
night at Chebeague, I heard a whole
lot about duck-shooting.
Sam and
the others talked about shooting from
gunning floats. These are boats built
close to the water and sculled along
with a paddle that sticks through a
hole in the stern. They are covered
with brush or grass and the hunters
hide themselves behind this much as
they do at a blind. Then they scull
down upon a flock of ducks and tire
aAvay when the birds rise.
Perhaps
this may be more exciting than the
blind hunting. I hope so, anyway,
or fall back. The latter course was
May be I’ll get up courage enough be
fore the season is over to try this
method, but not yet. You see, I
haven’t fully got over that trip to
Chebeague.—Portland Press.

IN AFRICAN JUNGLES
Alice S. Harris
The Africa of Stanley’s das', though
now opened up to some extent by rail
way lines and river steamers, and rav
aged by the concessionnaire and the
syndicate, still has its vast tracts of
unopened
country,
its unsubdued
tribes who ignore all attempts at for
eign rule, and its dark earners where
heathen practices holp their own,
where no white man, certainly no
white woman, e\rer penetrated before
cur visit. To these primitive peoples
cur Avhite figures suggested the re
turn to earth of their departed an
cestors, and they refused to believe
that we Avere born even as they were,
and that wo were animated by the
same instincts as themselves.
The primitive African is not really
a savage; his readiness to attack is
but an extreme form of what is in us
all, a love of self-preser\*ation. He is
kindly, hospitable and possessed of the
attractive quality of humor. One must
know and understand the nati\’e be
fore making acquaintance A v ith the
four-footed creatures and the reptiles
of the forests, the rivers and ’ the
smamps, for if the white traveler
thinks he can roam at will, independ
ently of the native, a single day's trav
el in the heart of the jungle AVill con
vince him of his error. The African’s
almost uncanny powers of observation
and his knowledge of the habits of the
brute creation render him an in\-aluable companion.
Though comparatively fearless in the
face of an armed enemy or some beast
of prey whose strength and resources
he can measure with his own he is as
helpless and fearful as a child in the
face of witchery. Only suggest that a
certain man or tribe may “senga” (be
witch) another, and the native will,
despite any obstacle, place distance
betAveen himself and the supposed
danger. On one occasion AA;e arrived
at a district in the far hinterland late
on Saturday, after a Avearisome jour
ney through swamp anp jungle, hoping
to spend a restful Sunday among a
strange and interesting tribe. Learn
ing that this was our purpose, how
ever, the carriers determined that on
no account would they remain through
the length of a day in that locality,
and had we insisted every carrier
Would have deserted us. We were
completely at their mercy, with no al
t e r n a t e but to rise early on Sunday
morning, pack up our tent and other
loads and set out in the pouring rain
for a twenty-mile journey, until they
deemed we hap placed a safe distance
between us and the dreaded “juju.”
Kindling r, fire of sticks, they hud
dled round the smouldering heap as
they shivered in the rain, preferring
this security from witchcraft to the
shelter and plenty of the A’illage. They
slept soundly by their log fires that
night, and a.s I lay awake on my campbed T could bear the alternate bellow
ing of the forest brutes, the Shrieking
of the night oavI and the snoring of the
tired carriers.
Arriving one evening towards sun
set at some hinterland village, we
noticed that all the houses were bar
ricade,) with posts formed from the
trunks of sfnall trees. This Ave were
told AAras a protection against the in
cursions of the leopards, who only two
nights before had carried off a lad who
slept in. an open hut. His shrieks
aroused the villagers, who gave chase,
and the creature dropped the lifeless
body, which he had shaken as a cat
shakes a mouse. Our carriers refused
to sleen near us that night, since our
tent Avas unguarded, save for the
doubtful protection afforded by a deck
chair placed across the open doorway,
for it Avas too hot to sleep without
some ventilation. Happily the beasts
of the forest allowed us to sleep in

(Comtfimued on. page eight).
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from October 1 to December 1.

Where To Go In Maine
Come to OTTER POND CAMPS for
MOOSE
BEAR

H U N T IN G

DEER
BIRDS
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, The Forks, Maine

Lake Parlin H oase and Camps

Quail are reported plentiful in
the Spokane county and ducks are
most abundant. ; Duck and gooise
hunting will be the best in history
here.
Summer rains kept most of
the small lakes filled with water
and the stubble fields provide ex
cellent feeding groundls, a com bina
tion de,er to brant and,' Canadian and
Norway geese ini their southward
migration from northern feeding
grounds.

Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
While the usual Saturday after
Pailin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo noon crowd of shoppers was on the
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
a small
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the streets of Curley, Wash.,
radius of four miles furnish the best of fiy town north of Spokame, last week,
fishing the whole season The house and.
. . .
n
, , , „„ .
camps are new and have all modern eonven- i abig brow.n bearambled leisurely
iences. such as baths, gas lights.'open rock ]
rnnrl tn ivtiHViin
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
\hp tile towns nut in. roan TO w tniin.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, tnouna block of the po&t office.'
A
tain climbing, automobiling, etc
H. P. McKENNEY, P roprietor,

.lackman, Maine

DREAMS THAT COME TRUE
Every* true sportsman very well knows that half
the pleasure of the hunting trip comes from the plan
ning and dreaming of bringing home the game.4 Why
not go this fall where you can make those dreams
come true? Go where all kinds of game, both large
and small can be found. This can be done at

party of dogs .spied the bear and set
out in his direction, the hear leav
ing trtwn in a cl Pud o f dust and
w:ith everybody following1 who was
able >to run, w alk or hobble.
The
•sja.msjnlcl sivq pip sn ‘ padnoso .maq

The Spokane county game com 
mission is waging ceaseless' war
fare on game hogs.
A special de
puty warden has been appointed to
watch the pet holes and breeding
G ttA S E P O N D G A M P S ,
grounds of wild birds to Spokane
GUY G fiA D B O U R N E , P ro p .,
county this season.
Twenty-five
B in gh am ,
M a in e ’
members of the Downes Lake Duck
club have been appointed deputy
Write for booklet.
wardens at their owui request.
CARRY POND CAMPS will be open for the
State Game Warden R. B. Wales
fall hunting. Deer are very plenty, some bear DEAD RIVER REGION
and some small game. On account of hunter's
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every is taking additional steps to prevent
license being raised 1 have decided to take all
slaughter by arresting all
hunters, after Oct. 1st, at S1.50 per day. Bring particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca game
your wife or family along. Give them a vaca tion'resort. Good fishing and hunting aliens on railroad construction and
tion. A license is only necessary for those who
hunt. Good accommodations. The new house section.
Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F similar work who are found carry
has large wood furnace. Can keep you comfort
ing firearms..
p
able in the coldest weather. Booklet and refer- Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
enees. HENRY J. LANE, Carry Pond, Maine.
Via Bingham.

R A N G E L E Y LAKESHUNTERS TAKE NOTICE. Come to Pierce Camp Besmls, The B irches, T he Barker.
Pond and get your lim't of game. No better
W
rite fo r free circular.
''apt. F. C.
place in Maine for Deer. Bear, Birds and some
Barker, Bem is, Maine.
Moose. Low rates to offset high license.
C. A. SPAULDING, Caratunk, Me.

NEWS NOTES
FROM OX BOW

CLARK & TOOTHAKER’ S
TROUT BROOK CAMPS.
Located in the heart of the hunting and fish
Will re-open for the
ing region. Square tail trout and salmon weigh Pleasant Island Camps
r
season of 1913. as sooning up to 10 pounds. Comfortable log camps as the ide goes out. Write for booklet.
and good table. For further information, address
R. R. WALKER.
Mackamp, Maine
CLARK & TOOTHAKER,

(Special to Maine Woods.)
Ox Bow, Sept. 6— Whew, Mercury
30 and air full of frost and snow
Pleasant Island, Oxford County Maine.
in the early morn. ,
F I S H I N G
The maples aud birches ar© put
AT
Best Duck, Deer and Partridge hunting* ting on autumnal tints of rarest hue.
WING HOUSE,
John (Barville's Samps
Trout are running to their spawn
Flagstaff, Maine.
at Spring Lake
ing grounds and fly fishing at Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
Miltoiagasett is now first class.
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
W ESTERN NOTES
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
Dr. Martin Burke of New York
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
has just gone home having ended
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
Hunters of game birds have a lids nineteenth consecutive visit to
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring splendid season before them in the Aroostook and the Bow.
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
immediately tributary to
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family territory
Funeral services for Mrs. Thomas
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Rigorous measures and Fleming were held in the church at
•Milage and doctor References furnished. Terms Spokane.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
et©rural vigilance on the part of Ox Bow last week (Tuesday) at 3
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff, Me.
wardens, coupled with a highly suc p. m.
Rev. M. M. Smyser conduct
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
cessful campaign of education con ing the service at the church and
The Belgrade.
Best Sportsm en’s H otel
Burial wan made
In N ew England. Best black bass fish  ducted by the newspapers of Spok also at the grave.
ing in tne world, best trout fishin g in ane, have given birds their
best at Swieltt’s cemetery on the ridg.e.
Maine.
Oh an. N. Hill S Son. Managers.
security since the white man came Singing was provided by a quartette
SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS.
In the to this section.
Miss Fay Stephens, soprano; Mrs.
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
Maud Willard, contralto; J. O. Hart
Hemon S. Blackwell, Dallas. Maine
The first open season to 'Wasli- shorn?, teno»r; Rev. M. M. Saiycr,
•-a i\icr-l e y l a k e s .
ington arrived September 1, on blue basis and organist. The hearerst weai©
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at i
, . ...
.
„
,
. _
-he foot of Bald Mountain In a good £1 cus© auu v. ill c lo se D ecem ber 1. Williafm Well man, Fran!k Fleming
fishing section.
Steamboat accommo- On September 15 the bars will be and Qrran Caff in, son-in-law o f Air.
■Iat ions O. K. Telephone at camps. Two
mails dally.""Write"for free circulars to |droI>P'od cn the shooting o f chicken, Fleming.
A large company of r.elruffed grouse, ducks and geese, atives and friends were present and
AMOS ELLIS, Prop ’ r.,
Said Mountain.
Main©. Quail may be killed only in Spokane the floral offerings were many and
countj- during the month of October. . beantiul.
JIM POND G A M P S
Deer hunters will have their chaimce
Mrs. Abram Currier who . hae
R e -op en ed
In the heart of the hunting and fish
ing region. Individual camps with open
fires. Only three miles, buckboard mad
Write for booklet. Telephone connec
tions.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.

canoe, which he began to swish back
wards and forwards to rid it of the
water, while-ethers capturbd the escap.
ing baggage. The headman was soon
able to sit astride the now visible
Sunday.
i
canoe and cleverly bale out the reJ. C. Hartshorne.
maining water with his feet. In a few
minutes the occupants and cargo were
reinstated, and we were both on our
way wuh no more sense of a hitch than
that of a child who trips on the path. *■
On a long journey little comes amlsj
to the native’s palate, for lie will as
.
East Sumner, Me., Sept. 4.
readily eat the flesh olf the crocodile or
90 to the shade.
Looks as if the leopard as they will eat him. On
coons would eat some sweet corn one occasion, as we steamed up the
before their jackets get prime this main Congo, shots were bred at a
fall.
-- | .
crocodile that lay sunning on a sand
I have bought Harold Spauldings haftk. The Creature, though wounded,
interest in the coon and bear dog writhed its way beneath the surface of
Rex, that we hunted so successfully the water, but not before some of thj
last season.
Our best trip was steamer's crew, who had prom pm
five coon in one nighJt. If one doesn’ pushed off in a canoe, were close to
get every Ooon tlxisi dog starts the spot. They beat tho repfile with
it is not the fault of the dog as their paddles as it lay beneath the va.
be is a sileint trailer a.nd good killer ter, and after much splashing hauled;
and barks at the tree every time the creature to the steamer’s side. In
until the arrival of the hunter. This a Jew minutes it lay on the deck, while
is the third time this dog lias cliang the crew looked on at a prospective
ed hands and always at a long price. meal. Soon it reared its head, looked
I am sole owner of what is supposed around and snapped at one of the men,
to be as valuable an all around whereupon the others, who were alert,
hulnttog dog that can be let o ff the dealt it a blow on the back of the
neck. Passing by a little later I saw
chain in Oxford county.
the tempting-looking flakes of shellA few days ago an automobile
pink flesh cooking in sundry pots and
stopped at my place.
Its occu 
tins owned by the niembers of the
pants were Claude Brown o f East
crew, and they had a royal feast that
Sumner, schi of the famous lumber night
man and Mr. Joseph Cummiings of
The flesh of the hippopotamus or the
the sarnie place.
It was Claude elephant is as much reiislied by the
that I sold the famous rabbit dog, African as that of smaller creatures,
Dewey, to about a year ago.
such as the monkey or the bat and if
They had been hiving bees and the crew 'of a steamer have the good
they favored me with a very.liberal fortune to secure one or the other of
sample of pure honey.
When it these pachyderms on the journey thej
comes to bee hunting Joe Cummings |have no lack o
>od for days and even
weeks, for the flesh is cooked and eat*
its it.
•
Emerson P .’ Bartlett.
4
sicken at the odor of it
IN AFRICAN JUNGLES
Once, wlu-n steaming down to
wards Stanley Pool, we found our}
(Contdnue-d from page 7)
selves amid a large herd of hippopoM
peace, and we awoke only to hear the ami that at frequent intervals showed
stirring of the porridge pot preparatory their heads above the surface to scan
to our breakfast at early dawn.
the putting irtruder. The captain flrJ
The native is almost as much at
ed, hoping to secure a meal . for h home in the water as on the land, and
men, when suddenly the
steamer
the overturning and sinking of his
lurched and we seemcii to have str
canoe is just a frilling incident in the
a sand bank. The sigoal vvai=; gi\ed
day’s journey. How weil I remember
tc stop, and tlie. men jumped out ta
making our way up one of the great
push off the gr<junded vessel, but t■a*y
tributaries of the 'Congo, and over
failed to touch bottom. and aim ulta ufetaking a smaller canoe laden with live
ously the stea mer lurelied a sec nd
or six freeupants, including a woman
time and we swung fr<-e. Then
■iff
and a young girl, and baskets of vege
that we realized tha t our 8!
tables, fruits, fishing tackle and other
sand bank was the ha<?k of a hlpp«l
sundries. Its p.-Adlers scenting a race,
It was near sunset and soon we ;.tn*
sped alongside oiir heavily-laden but
chored for the night. while thle o
v>ell-manned canoe, and sometimes
threatened to outstrip us. Turning < cut wood for the next day’s Ste
At sunrise next morn
obi
bend in the river a huge fallen tretject was seen flloating past the
lay some distance ahead, between us
cr. It was soon discovered t
and the river bank, and our rival mus:
hippopotamus. and tbie crow quic klf
cither get ahead and cross our bov
had it lashed t<) the st ern of tl
not acceptable to minds bent on win
The sun had b
an hour
ning the race, and on they went until
we appeared o t brea kfnst, w!
the moment arrived to make the final
found it almost
slide- to <
dash. 1'he impetus of the larger canoe |
; h*
was too great. There was no help for the sun had h>een be ating up

suffered with cancer bo long is very
low at this writing.
I Leave? Ox Bow1 to'day for Presume
Isle, Houlton and Bangor for over

BARTLETT WRITES
FROM SUMNER

U—-we -struck ‘her amidships and ran
straight over her, sinking the canoe. |
paddles, produce and all. The cargo
floated off in all directions, while tho !
occupants’ heads' came bobbing u;> aU i
around us. Their headman dived again I
and caught the stern of the sink»«

W E S T END
HOTEL
H. M. CASTNER,

Prop’r.
Maine

Portland,

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
Camps at Long
Pond.
M any
out-lying ponds,
S. fc. HARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine

FISHING
Write

FORKS OF THE MACHIAS CAMPS, MAINE
Rnobi J^+,Uaten L-n the ver? center of the best country east of the
Maiup b o°r ? blf gam,e' In my 20 years, trapping and guiding in
tocated for bothtunntingC
and°fl“

.lble

^

S° advanta« eously

DIER MOOSE, BEAR, FOX
.

•choose'his h e a d T 5, y“ " ’ WhlCh a33Ures each gue9t an opportunity to
ine brook trout and fly fishing the whole season.
r{fohrd every
evee ^ erv!enced
f l i '? 69' with
CamPsand
furnishings
and
w uuu i m altord
home edmfort
excellent
cookimr new
’ Phone

NEW COUNTRY

C-miTffi m°MeSQ^etWea” hianiP und your home or office.
B o u t h S n c L ™ o 7 t t M a c h i L ? R f e a" ° e ° r

at

—

Send for illustrated booklet now.'

HENRY RAFFORD, Registered Guide and Trapper,
Ashland, Maine

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE

HEART o p THE RANGELEYS
SHORE OF MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC LAKE
Most Central location in Rangeley Region.
Tennis, Music, Boating. Gjrage. etc. Specia
September rates.
MRS P. B. BURNS, Prop.
VIA RUMFORD FA LLS.
B est
Salmon
and T rou t
Fishing in
Maine.
Fly fishing begins about June
1.
Send for circular.
House always
open.
John
Chadw ick & Co., Upper
Dam, Maine.

f i v % - ■/1

•h, evii-smeinng meat
v ith groat relish as
tent to their cassavo
learned was the flesh
which had Appeared on thjk when the crew had stopped'
One man fired, but only
iiritated the creature, which immedi
ately looked round, for someone or
something to attack. It first made for
the anchor, but making no impression
upon it, n^xt went towards a
owned by one of the crew, which
tied up to graze on the bank. In a ra<
ment the goat was crushed to
mincemeat, and while otli r shot? were
being aimed from the deck the m<
-

tonately a fireman had the presence of
mind to seize a burning log and strike
the animal on the head, giving rDe to
a shower of sparks. To avoid th<fst
U e elephant immediately dived, evi
dently badly wounded, lor after :m
hour on two the carcass came to thf
surface.
Its* weight was such thal
the men bad to stand in the walef
near the bank to cut up the carcass,
the mass being too much to haul up.
The crew had no lack of meat for
:;trea
rial weeks afterwords, and when
monstrated with for eating such foulsmelling flesh they only replied, wltl
a good-naturec). grin, “ bul we do no*
eat the smell, we eat the meat.’’-*
V> estoourne Park Record.

MAINE WOODS., PHILLIPS,
REUNION OF T H E L E A V I T T F A M

Many of Mrs. Taggart’s/ Phillips
friends would have enjoyed calling-,
on her on this pleasant) occasion,
A reunion of th>e Leavitt' family and all join in wtflshing h)w maby
wais held Sept. 7 at the home o f Mr. happy returns o f the day .
and Mrs. Fred G. Leavitt c^fl Phillipls.
The .entertainment consisted of} a
b u b ie r
r e u n io n
graphophone concert, inistroimefvtal
and vocal music.
All joined in
The thirteenth; annual reunion of
singing’ the “ old h'qme"| sctiigs.' R e the Bubier family was held Aug. 30,
freshment's of raspberry and vanila with Carlton Bubier in West' Pliftlioe cream,, assorted! calke,
fancy ,’ ips.
crackers., marquenite^ and apples' I The rain of the early moilning
were servedkeipt a number away, although about
A short business meeting- wae 50 met there and enjoyed a nice
held. They voted to meet! next year time with a beautiful dinner wfhicli
with Air. aLul Mrs. Willis R. Leavitt. consisted oif baked! beams, brown
There were 18 present; Mr. and |bread, coffee and pastry * o f all
Mrs. Wm. H. Leavitt, Mr. and Mrs. kinds.
Fred G. Leavitt and family, Mr. and
After dinner a business meeting
Mrs. Willis R. Leavitt and family,
i was called and the following ofMr. and Mrs. Howard V. Leavitt, all
j fleers chosen for the coming year:
of Phillippt; Levi G. Leavitt' of
President, M. G. Bubier; vice pres
Portland; Mirs. Augusta, RqMnson
ident, David Durrell; secretary and
Dolloff of Mt. Vernon; Mrs. Daifey
treasurer, Mrs. E. A. Withey.
Quimby Proctoxj
of Cam-bridge,
After the business meeting a short
Mass.
program, consisting; of recitations
W E L L K N O W N L A D Y C E L E B R A T  and music, was carried out, ' the
latter being furnished by Joe Hal
ES 91 St B I R T H D A Y
ey on his grapliophcme.
The next reunion is to be h,eld
Tuesday, Aug. 26, wajs- a red let"
ter day in the life o f Mrs. Sarah B. with our future president in Avon.
Taggart, It being her 91st birthlday.
Mrs. Taggart is one of the young)
STRATTON.
old ladies, and is still i*n possession/
of all her faculties, ,exc,ep1) for
,
6,ept.' 16.
some deafness, and retains remark
Mrs. E. J. Brown has gcJhe to Cal
able health and vigor.
She wlasf
"She
the recipient of many gifts by wpy ifornia to visit her sister.
of aprons, handkerciefs, hoisery, wjiill be aibsent about six weeks. She
stationery, candy and flowers, be took Madeline, the little daughter
sides a shower olfj post cards-4' and o f Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Taylor to
letters, friend*? in Portland and out Iowa where she will attend! schoolMiss Verna Danico has returned
of the State remembering lier in
various ways.
In thja afternocJn bier home from Chain of Pondsi where
son, Dr. C. W. Taggart, took her she has, been doing table work
and his sister, Mrs. Flynn, for an through, the summer.
Mlrs. Grover Leighton hasi so far
auto ride about' town, and then had
them to dinner and for a part of recovered as to return home.
Miss Sella Fotter is attending the
the evebing.
Later shie| receivedl
several friends in her room at -A. NormaL school at Farmington.
Mrs. Lora McMullen is working
H. Bailey’s, this “ maikdhg a fitting}
ending; to the day," asf she express at Hoitel Blakuchard.
Sept. 20, Clarence Wyman finishes
ed it.
Altogether it was a very
work
as Station agent at Bigelow
pleasant day for the venerable lady.
an-d Percy Wilber of Kingfieid takes
his place.
Wyman has' accepted
another position.
A denoids are a M enace to Children.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Amsault and Mr.
A d en oid s resu lt fro m a su cce ss io n o f
co ld s in b abies and y o u n g
ch ildren .
T h e y s p o il the m en ta l and p h y sica l and Mrs. Roland Taylor have re
life o f a ch ild.
T h e c o n d itio n that turned from a trip to Newi Hamp
ca u se s them m ay e a s ily be a v oid ed by
''
c a r e fu l paren ts.
Q u ick lv
and th o r  shire.
o u g h ly cu re a ll co ld s and th ro a t ir r i
Will
Bradbury
of West Kingrfield
ta tio n s b y the use o f F o le v ’s H on ey
and T a r C om poun d, and a den oids w iil visited his sister, Mrs. Joseph! Fot
n o t d ev e lo p .
ter one day laist week.
R . H . P R E B L E . D r u g g ist.
AArt
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Taylor took
ILY .

A PROPOSITION TO
SCHOOL CHILDREN
T o the girl getting the largest number of points
by the purchase of Rexall tablet covers, or Rexall
pencils or from labels from any Rexall preparation
bearing our stamp, I will give at the close of the
term a fine fountain pen. One point for each
cent’s worth of goods.
T o the boy getting the largest number of points
by the purchase of Rexall tablet covers, or Rexall
pencils or from labels from any Rexall preparation
bearing our stamp I will give at the close of the
term a beautiful watch. One point with each
cent’s worth of goods.
Be sure our stamp is on every Rexall article be
fore you leave the store.
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an automobile trip to Blagham
last week.
The Dead River driving club/ held
two days of races, hqrse pulling and
ball games Wednesday and Thursday
Sept. 10 aud 11.
Wednesday iwas
fair, the pulling of hors.es was in
the light weight' of Work/ horses.
Leon Savag© took fiirst money, Vaince Father second and Holland Fot
ter third.
Thursday in th,e horse
polling was the heavy weight. Jaime
Thompson took first, Frank Burrell
second ajwl Tom Tagues third.
Wednesday
2.35 class
Julie F.—Joseph Fetter, Stratton

a very helpful and interesting ser
mon last Sunday.
Kate J. Chapman is visiting this
week dawn river.
Roy Chapman and/ Carroll Collins
ate working foY Wesley Pratt .In the
apple canning factory at West Farm’lngtoa.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Williams
of Augusta visited last w,e.ek at
the Johnson s .
Mr. Williams re
turned home Monday but Mrs. Wil
liams is visiting relatives In Phil
lips. *
Mr. Clifford Rearor visited over
Sundav at Wost Mills and vacinity.
Mrs Bearor is assisting at L. M.
*1- 2-2
Chaoman’s in her mother’s absence.
Nan T.—B. M. Landers, Kingfieid
Mrs. Eliza Collins
is visiting
2-2-2
friends in New Sharon and FarmingCanton—E. M. Preston, Farmington ton Falls.
3-3-3.
The weather is a hit colder as
The green horse raice was won Jack Frost has been around.
Mrs. M. C. Gilmcre is visitilng at
by Leon Wyman. There were four
horses enteredFlossie, Leon, W y Mr. and Mrs. Will Withams in An
man; Bell, C. E. Wlilng; Rob, Ray son, she has also been vu'isitinig) at
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Oliver’s in An
Viles; Melba Ledo, Glenn Viles.
Thursday
son the past week.
\ >t ,
Quite a number of West Mill?
2.45 clasp
pupils are attending High) school
Cyclone—E. M. Preston, Farming
ton 1-2-3; 3-3-3
at Farmington.
Nan T.—B. M. Lauder, Kingfieid

2 2-2
-

Julia F.—Joseph Fotter, Stratton
1-1-1
Free for all
Constantine, Jr.,—C. S. King, Kingfield 1-1-1
Pilot S.—I. D. Leavitt, Skowbegan

2 2-2
-

Van Brown— W. A. Bradford,
ton; 3-3*3
The ball game Thursday was be
tween the West Rangeley’^ and
Stratton’s, the score was 10 to 3
iin favor o f the West, Rangeleys.
Among those from Kingfieid that
attended the races were Wall' Page,
Elmea' Tufts Merl Furbur, Roscoe
Tnfts, Flave Vose, Mr. and Mrs. Be.n
Lander, Epraham and Archie Mc
Mullen, Marshal Tli ompsen and
nearly all the nearby towns were
represented.
The ball game Wednesday was
between the Stratton’s and Flag
staff’s^ the score was 16 to 11 in
favor of the Stratton’s.

(

D R U G G IS T

MAINE

(Daily papers and Magazines)
Farmers’ Telephone

Maine Telephone

Those wbq attended the recital
of the pupils of Miss Gladys Hunt-

(Sept. 16.
The State Superintendent
oft
Sabbathj schools is expected/ here
at West Mills this week Wednesday
and Thursday,
Our pastor, Mr. Btfigelow, preached
W EAK

S a r s a p a r illa

Eradicates scrofula and all
other humors, cures all their
effects, makes the blood rich
and abundant, strengthens all
the vital organs. Take it.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsw tabs,

Duet—Here and There
Scott
Lucille Toothaker and
Miss Bates
Waltz
*"
Maple Rollins
Sunshine "Waltz
Geibel
Helen. Aldrich
Duet—Dotty Dimple
Orth
Muriel Brown ahid
Miss Bates
|
Cowslip Waltz
SmaLl-woo’d
Evangeline Reed
Solo
Selected
Miss Florian Wheeler
The Harebell
Smallwood
improving and we predict for Miss
Wheeler future success in her mus
ical work.
Following was Friday evening’s
program:

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
FOR R HEU MAT IS M

KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

CANDIES
A fresh lot of Page & Shaw Chocolates and Bon-Bons

This Week.
TRY THEM.

E. H. WHITNEY,
Pharmacist
M A IN E

Farmers’ ’ Phone, 33-3

Sept. 15.
Jack Frost has made us a number
of visits and made the crops icoi
some localities very black.
John Lawrence and wife of Wel^f
visited James Bursiel recently.
Elmon Tyler is work ring for A. L.
Huntington, who makes two trips
weekly to Rangeley selling apples,
corn, potatoes, etc.
Wafer is scarce in! places.
.One
woman has to take her clothes tw o
miles to wash them;
Maurice Carey and wife o f W il
ton, are stopping with h^r mother,
Mrs. Ed Berry, for a short time. ,
Ed Berry has typhoid fever.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Carey are
spending a few days in town, called
by the illness1o f E. J. Berry.
Lee Davenport was home from
Blixfield over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Douglass c£
Eustis are visiting their parents, W.
L. Douglass atnd family.
Mrs. O. M. Vosie returned) from
Boston Tuesday night.
’Mrs. Morrell, who has been in
RangeLey for the summer has re
turned home.
Miss Gertrude Davenport return
ed home Wednesday night after
spending a week at Lang lake, Har
rison.
,
Chester Whitney is in Gardiilner
and Portland for a few weeks.
W. B. Davenport and FI. Smith;
made a business trip to Rangeley
last week.

ST R E N G T H E N

PHILLIPS,

RECITAL

PH IL L IP S ,

MADRID

WEST MILLS,

R. H. PREBLE

A PLEASING

Hood’s

K ID N E Y S .

Don’t suffer longer with weak kid
neys. You can get prompt relief by
taking' Electric Bitters, that wonderful
remedy praised by women everywhere.
Start with a bottle to-day. you will
soon feel like a new woman with ambi
tion to work, without fear of pain. Mr.
John Dowling of San Francisco, writes:
—“Gratitude for the wonderful effect
of Electric Bitters prompts me to write.
It cured my wife when all else failed.”
Good for the liver as well. Nothing
better for indigestion or biliousness.
Price, 50c and $1.00, at R. iti P reb le’s,

Phillips; I,. I,, M itchell’s, K ingfieid >
Charles D yer's, Strong; H. C. R iddle's,
Rangeley.

Advt

Iva Will
ress Bates at the Union church/ last
Williams
Friday evening were well pleased Duet— Playing Tag
Florence Toothaker and
with the order of exercises and the
Miss Bates
proficiency shown by her pupils. Little Fairy Waltz
Streabboy
Mflss Bates is well known as one oif
Ruth Morton
the most expert of pianists anid her Babes in the Wood
Maficim
pupils advance ra'didly und-er her
Hortense Butler
insruction.
She has' also been the II Trovatore
Dorn
music teacher in our public) schools
Hilda Whitney
for the past two years, but resigned Begonia Waltz
Meacham
this fall.
Evelyn Jacobs
Sartprio
Misses Edna True, Glady si Mor A Little Song o f Italy
Gladys Toothaker
tem, Ruth Hight, Freda Hoyt and
Blake
Miriam Brackett acted as ushers. Whippoorwill Polka
Vivian Dunham
There was a very good and ap' Always Good NaturedJ
Giesa
reciative audience.
Gertrude
Dunham
The pupils were ably assisted by
Richd
Miss Florian Wheeler as soloist and Puss ifn Boots
Florence Hinkley
it is always a pleasure to hear Miss
Selected
Wheeler whose voice is constantly So Ip
Miss Florian) Wheeler
The Chapel in the Mountains
Pearl1 Smith
Wilson
NO Q U E S T IO N A B O U T I T
Fifth Nocturne
Leybiach
Kathleen Noble
Kimball’s Liver Pills Must
Cure Les Vo fix du M/atin
iWilsoni
Liv er and Stomach /Troubles or
Lillian) Toothaker
They are Free.
Duet—L ’Alerte
Behr
Hilda Whitney and
K. H. Preble continues to sell
Miss Bates
Phillips people/ with the understand
Miss Bates has under her in
ing that they positively- m|ust ciure struction in addition toi those tak
liVer and stonuach trouble or they ing part dftn the program): Edna
will not eoist a cent.
Experience True, Miriam Brac/kett, Gladys Mor
has proven that Kimball’s Liver ton, Ruth Hight, EstelLe Barker,
and Stomach Pills cure liver and Freda Hoyt, Hazel Leavitt, Verstomach trouble in forty-nine cases net Whittemore; Marion Sargent.
out of fifty.
That is a) remarkable
Generally Succeeds.
statement) considering how difficult
A
woman
like9 to marry a man who
it is to cure liver and stoim/ach
|feels that he was horn to command,
trouble, but the fact? in the case just to prove to him that he wasn’t.
pain he easily verified, there is —Puck. __________________
.every reason to have confidence for
Cake Twenty-Five Years Old.
Mr. Preble will hand yon back your
A veteran baker of Quincy, Mass.,
money without the least hesitation had a unique experience shortly be
should you fail <to be benefited fore retiring from business a short
and cured.
You will see a marked time ago. A wedding cake 25 years
improvement right away; all kinds old was brought to him by a local man
of food can he eaten freely and is to be refreshed for his silver wedding
anniversary. He had baked the cake
more easily digested.
There is no
himself for the wedding, 25 years be*
fullheiss or distress after eating be fore.
cause Kimball’s Liver and Stomach,
Pills aid the stomach) to assimilate
F a c in g a S e r i o u s Proposition.
and digest the food and tones) up the
The man or woman who has kidney
liver, LAs a nerve tonic nothing in trouble is facing: a serious proposition,
, grave complications readily
the world will do you so much good where
follow neglect.
Foley Kidney Pills
are
an
honest curative medicine that
as Kiimball’^ Liver and Stoma-ch once taken
into your system means
restored kidney and bladder action,
Dills.
*
4 '
and return of health and strength,
Advt
R . II. P R E B I.E , D ru gg ist.
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KINGFIELD HORSE
TAKES 1ST MONEY

Cburcbes
federated

church

chased a new .Metz run a bout
Mr. and Mrs. William Buboclq o f
Hollis, Long Island are visiting her
sister, Mrs. A. G. Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Wilkins are in
Massachusetts foi^ two weeks.
Miss Emily Murphy has returned!
to her home in; Providence,, R. I.
Hollis Holt of Phillips was the)
guest of his cousin, Mites Helen! H ol
man. over Sunday.
John Pratt has .gone to Farmington to work in the, corn shop.
Rev. C. J. Longley is holding
special meeting's in Lexington thfe
week.
Last week be was at North'
Newt Portland.
Miss Dorris Wilkins is visiting
at North Ainson.
Will Dana of Lowell, Mass., lias;
been visiting relatives in town fcr
two weeks.
He made the trip toi
Kingfield by auto in ten hours i(n a
Hudson Roadster.*
Percy Wilber has given up| his
school at Dead River antj accepted’
a position as station agent at B ig
elow.
<
*
Mrs. Jane Lander ds quite sick
with! bronchitis.
Everett Day of Stow is stopping

.

Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pas
tor.
' ‘In essentials unity; in non-es
sentials liberty; l£i nil things chai
ity.
1
;
Calendar fo|r week ending Sept.
27^
Sunday,
21: 10.45-Morning
"Worship.
Sermon “ The Ten Cofrnmandments.” 12.10— Sunday school.
7.30 —Evening Worship.
Address
“ The Magjssty of Law.*’
Thursday,
Sept. 25: 7.30—Prayer meeting. Sub
ject John 10, “ Jesus' the Good.5
Shepherd.
Saturday,
Sept. 27,
Free Baptist conference.

Lowell Man Makes Quick Trip to
Kingfield—Many People from
Here Attended Stratton
Fair.

with his aunt, Mrs. E. E. Jenkins
and attending the King field! High
school.
W. S. Stanley hjas returned from;
Belgrade lakes.
Ardene Kinney of Phillips was
in town over Sunday.
Miss Bessie Myers visited - her
mother at Stratton last/ week during
the fair.

$3,500. in Purses ami Premiums.
RACES EACH RAY.
ALWAYS -HE REST.
Special Rates on all Railroads.

FOLEY
KIDNEY PILLS
fCa BACKACHE KIDNEY'S AND BLADDER
IT

PAYS
TO
A D V E R T IS E
IN
M A I N E W OO DS. L O W A D V E R 
T IS I N G R A T E S .

Total public funds out of Maine
Railroad Bonds Owned.
Bangor & Aroostook 6s. 1943
Bangor Railway & Electric Co., 5s. 1935
Knox & Lincoln. 5s. 1921
Rockland. Thomaston & Camden. 4s, 1921
Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes. 4s, 1928
j Sanford & Cape Porpoise. 5s, 1928
Somerset. 4s, 1956

R . H . P R E B L E , D r u g g ist.

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

WALL PAPER
For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

C. E. DYER’S
STRONG,

M A IN E . 1

V

TO PIANO BUYERS

9 775
5 000
2 000
6 000
3 740
4 775
4 8E0

Total Railroad Bonds of Maine
Auburn & Syracuse Electric, N. Y.. Es. 1942
Aurora. Elgin & Chicago, 111., Es, 1941
Aurora. Elgin ^Chicago. III., 5s. 1946
indiana. Columbus & Eastern Traction, Es, 1926
Kansas City. Excelsior Srrings & Northern. 4s, 1928
Marion Railway. Light * Power Co.. O.. 5s, 1924
Omaha & Council Bluffs Ry. & Bridge, 6s. 1928
Peora, Bloomington & Champaign, 5s, 1936
Rockford & Interurban 5s, 1922
St. Joseph & Grand Island. 4s, 1947
Syracuse, Lake Shore & Northern. 5s. 1947
Union Electric. Duburque. la.. 6s. 1924

37 000
6 000
5 000
5 000
4 000
8 000
2 000
8 000
5 000
6 000
2 000
5 000
10 000

5 000
5 050
4 850
3 800
2 820
2 000
8 000
5 000
5 000
1 760
5 000
10 0001

5 000
5 000
4 825
3 740
2 836
1 950
7 960
5 000
4 800
I 700
4 750
10 000

Total Railroad Bonds out of Maine
Corporation Bonds Owned.
American Realty Company, 5s, opt. 1903
Central Maine Power Co.. 5s, 1939
Eastern Manufacturing Co., Bangor. 5s. 1925
Kennebec Light & Heat Co.. Augusta, 5s. 1918
Kingfield Water Company. 4s, 1919
Madison Water Company, 5a, opt. 1902
Newport Water Company, 5s, 19’ 5
Newport Water Companv. 4s. 1929
Northern Water Co.. E. Millinocket, 5s, 1927
Phillips Water Company. 5s, 1916
Phillips Water Company. Reg. 6?, 1916
Portland Electric Co., 5s. 1926
Rangeley Lakes Hotel Co.. Es. 1930
Rockland Water Gompany, Es. 1919
Rumford Falls Power Co., 4s. 1945
State Loan Company. Portland. 4 l-2s, 1945
York Light & Heat Co., Biddeford, 4 l-2s, 1920

59 000
8 000
4 000
5 000
1 E00
3 000
5 000
2 000
8 000
6 000
1 000
5 000
3 000
5 000
1 000
1 000
5 000
500

8 000
4 000
5 000
1 500
2 940
5 000
2 000
2 940
5 000
1 000
5 COO
3 000
5 O00
1 010
980
5 000
500

All kinds of

WOOD WORKING

5 000

5 000

10 000
1 60°

5 000
3 200

4 750
1 600

Total Railroad stock owned
National Bank Stock Owned.
Bridgton National Bank. Bridgton
First National Bank. Farmington
First National Bank. Lewiston
Manufacturers National Bank, Lewiston
National Shoe & Leather Bank, Auburn
Norway National Bank, Norway

11 600

Total national bank stock owned
Other Bank Stock Owned.
Rumfard Falls Trust Company
Westbrook Trust Company

12 800

1 ooo
1 oro

36 140

1 000
3 40c
1 ‘400
2 500
2 3r0
2 200

2 000
1 COO

1 000
1 ooo

Phillips Hardware Co.
Headquarters for every
thing in the hardware line.
Lumbermen’s Supplies,
Blacksmiths’ Supplies,
Doors, Windows, Stoves, Tinware,
Plumbing Goods,
Sporting Goods,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Muresco, etc.
Now is the time to do spring Painting,
Repairing, etc.

We buy for

the lowest
Spot Cash prices, and give
our customers the benefit of
same.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,
Pillows.
C. F. Chandler & Son,
Phillips,

’ i

COAL
BEAL & McLEARY,

Peeled Spruce. Fir and Poplar Pulp1wood wanted, delivered at any station
! on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R.
|between Farmington and Rangeley and
l between Strong and Salem.

W IL L O W S H O T E L
STABLE

C h u rch

S treet

-

-

F a r m in g to n ,

M a in e
m
i

.... .........

Bath

GEO. L. LAKIN,
Proprietor
56 800 50
5 0C0

S*&

Phillips,

-

Maine

E. C . Higgins, M. D.
Office over National Bank.

Phillips,

'— - Maine.

Both ’ Phones

2 000

D. R.

ROSS

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Office at No. 2 Bates Block

PHILLIPS,

-

-

-

-

MAINE

10 921 25
500
6 500
2 200
1 087 91
53 581 69

500
6 500

J. B L A IN E
7 000

2 200
1 087 90
53 581 69
5 300
1 BOO

Premium account
Ca h on deposit
Cash on hand

9 3a8 83
1 766 27

1 440
9 398 83
1 766 27

Attorney - at - L a w

56 869 59 Beal Block. Phillips

6 800
1 440

2 395

284 676 94

293 710 94
270 088 43

M O R R IS O N

Fire and Life Insurants-

D r . W . J. C a r t e r ,
DENTIST
Successor to D r. Elliott

Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
appointment.

Evenings by

j Estimated market value of resources above liability
for deposits, earned dividend and State tax
Annual expenses $1,400.

4i

HOU8E.

Both telephones.

321 25
10 600

5 300
1 500

Due depository earned dividend and accrued State tax

W IT H

Large comfortable rooms. Just tfe*
place to spend a few weeks in the sua»n.er for happiness and pleasure. Good
fishing near by. Rates reasonable.

2 000

Rea! estate invsstment
Safe and furniture

Unpaid accrued interest

Maine

Wholesale and Retail
Leave your orders early for next
winter’s supply. For prices apply to

11 165 10

C H A S. W . N O R T O N ,

-

NOTICE

12 800

321 25
10 600

GEO. W. BROWN

A. W. McL eary , Phillips, Me.

6 360
1 0V)
3 400
1 820
2 625
2 530
2 970

Rideout Bros.' Shop.

5000 Cords

8 000
3 900
4 835 50
1 500
3 000
5 000 •
2 000
2 700
4 780
1 OOO
5 000
3 000
1 850
1 000
925
4 825
485

58 000
5 000

1 000
3 400
1 4f0
2 500
2 300
2 200

\

Office at Phillips Station.

57 560

Total corporation bonds of Maine
Scituate Water Camrany. Mass., 5s, 1921
Railroad Stock Owned.
Portland & Ogdensburg
Portland & Rumford Falls

Loans on life insurance policies
Loans on personal properly
Loans on mortgages of real estate

See m e before you buy=not a fter.

8 000

10 800
5 050
2 070
5 880
4 000
5 000
4 875

Loans on Corporation Stock.
Jenkins & Bogert Manufacturing Company, Kingfield
Phillips Water Company

1 have the same piano for from $50 to $75 less
than city concerns get out of you with “ highest
awards” , “ 108 checks” , “ club sales” , etc., etc.

8 000
10 00v
5 C01
2 000
6 000
4 000
5 000
6 000

Total other bank stock owned
Loans on Corporation Bonds.
Bath Water Suuply Company
International Manufacturing Company, Phillips

Fire Insusance A gen cy,
Ager.cy for;
The Aetna of Hartfod,
The Home,
The Niagara.
New York Underwriter’s Agency
o f New York.
Office at Residence.
MAIN ST..
PHILLIPS, ME.

promptly done
* at

ONE OF THE BIG FAIRS OF MAINE FOR 1913

No man with/ a family to support
can afford to have kidnev trouble, nor
need he fear it with such a remedy at
hand as F’otwy Kidney Pills. An honest
medicine, safe and reliable. costing;
little but doing; much good.
Foley,
Kidney Pills eliminate backache and
rheumatism, tone up the system and
restore normal action ro f kidneys and
bladder.

Maud E. Beedy

H AR R Y F. BEEDY & CO.,

SALEM

(Special to Maine Woods.)
Framces Dodge is1 quite ill with
Kingfield, Sept. 16—A daughter
pneumonia..
was born to Mir. and Mrs. Fred Luce
Friday, Sept. Ji2.
i
Charles Grafl'am) o f Lewiston and
Mrs. Graffam, of Phillips w ere ca ll
J.erry Morrow is in poor health.
Miss Miriam Schafer returned! ■to
ers here Friday.
Westbrodk Monday.
Mils® Madeline
Mrs. George French, of Lowell,
Winter aocompianiedi her and wiillJ
Mass., called oh old friends' here
attelnd the seminary, this being her
this week.
first year.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Planted took
Miss Flora Norton hats gone to
a trip to Wilton this Week.
Waterville where she will take a
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jones at
course at! Colby college.
tended the Watervdlle fair.
'Mrs. W alter Getchel an'di Mrs.
iMisis Martha Maxim of Cambridge,
EUSTIS
Ethel M.ottram were callers in town
Miass., is stopping at the Kingfield
Sunday.
House for several wieeke.
,
Mrs. Gilman is visiting her sist
Sept. 8.
Mr. and' Mrs. Wesley Clark o f
er, Mrs. H. H. Rice at ML Abram
Milss Georgia Smart kas| come out Rumford have bjeen visiting' Mrs.
cottage.
from, Chain of Ponds whlere she has Clark’s sister, Mrs. W. F. Norton
been working and is teaching -the for two weeks.
primary school here.
She board©
John Thomas and and family have
at Warrenf Dyer’-s.
moved to Kingfield;, where he has
Miss Hazel Douglass has come a position at the Huse Spool and
FRANKLIN COUNTY FAIR, FARMINGTON, ME.
out from Big Island* aind gone to Bobbin Company’s mill.
September 30, October 1 and 2, 1913
Strong for a visit.'
She went with) 9 Mates Daisy Williamscnj 1+as been
Linwdod Foster in his automobile.
/quite, sick with) bronchitis.
Charles Wyman lost, a nice horse
Constanti/.ie, Jr., owned by Chas.
This year will have many new features, clean, instructive, interesting,
recently.
His son-inrlUfW, Wallace King won first money in the free- entertaining. Something of inteiest for everyone.
Scribner also lost a nice one too.
for-all race at Stratton ^Thursday
Be up-to-date and attend the BIG FAIR.
Mrs. Warren Dyer has' returned afternoon.
LADIES NOT admitted FREE the first day.
B. M. Lander’s1 horse
Information in regard to any or all departments furnished by the Officials.
home frorqj Freeman where shet bate Nan T. won second money in the
been visiting her; sister, Mrs. Irv other race on both1 Thursday and
Special train to Lewiston after the races Oct. 1 and 2.
ing Newell.
Wednesday.
A good delegation! o f
Fr.ed Norton has come out froth people from, Kingfield: attended the
GEO. D. CLARK, Secretary.
Alder stream where he has been fair.
STATEM ENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE PHILLIPS SAVINGS BANK,
staying all summer.
Mrs. Daisy MlOLain o f Stratton,
The Gseat Northern Paper, Co. D. D. G. C. inspected Pilgrim Tem
PHILLIPS,
had a crew, of men go in to A l ple No. 61, P. S. Wednesday even
As it existed on the 29th day of July. 1913. Joel H. Byron. President: N. P. Noble, Treasurer;
der stream recently; also a number ing.
Trustees. Joel H. Byron, FremontScammon, William B. Butler. Chas. F. Chandler. N. P. Noble.
Organized March 29, 1871.
of horses for the company.
Orren Tufts and Currier W ey
•
Liabilities
Deposits,
Mrs. E. A. Gordon pictoed( a mouth have returned to U. o f M.
$267 338 43
Reserve fund,
13 *50 00
handful o f ripe strawberries' iln for their second year.
Undivided profits.
4 088 61
Earland
her strawberry 'bed a few days ago. Winter and Lawrence Wood enter
$284 676 94
Mrs. Cecil Blanchard and' baby this fall.
Resonrces
Estimated and Charged
have returned, to S-tratton after visit
Bert Perry has bought out the
Par Value- M’k’t Value, on Books. Total.
Public
Funds
Owneding the former’s 4unt, Mrs. E. A. H. P. Wood store and will take pos Town of Avon. 4s. opt. Refunding
$500
$500
$500
Avon,order
Gordon a few days.
E00
500
5C0
session this week, continuing the Madison Village
Corporation, 4s. 1928
2 000
2
000
2
000
George Douglass and George Hen- same business.
Van Buren Water District, 4s, 1925
3 000
2 830 50
2 970
niger have gone to Chailn of Ponds
Leon Barden has recently pur Total public funds o f Maine
$5 830 50
6 000
County of Worcester. Md.. 5s, 1915-24, Court House
to guide the Peck party who canie
and Jail
6 000
5 000
5 2F0
a few daiys ago.
City of Madison. Wis., 4s 1925. School
3 000
2 970
3 000
C an't a fford to h a v e Iv!dn ey T r o u b le

Harry F. Beedy

23 622 51
HARRY M. SMITH.
Bank Commissioner.

Subscribe
Woods and
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was formerly the grajmmar school vices were held as nearly as .pos- C. A. Clark, hut has returned to +,r.en Dyer have each purchased a new
assistant in town.
sible like Mr. Bkthen’sj The Eas- his home.
,
piano.
M.iss Freda Mitchell,
who iis Jtern Star attended in a body. The
Mrs. O. P. Dudley has been e n 
Beatrice Price of Stratton! has
teaching at West Farmington) spent floral offerings were many and joying a visit from hier brother, gone to Round Mountain to, work.
SuLtday at h.dmje with her parents, ' ,bteautiful.
Mr. A. Folsom.
Mr. and Mrs. Frankluin Leacli/ and
Berwood, little son o f Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mitchell.
Mrs. Henry Gilmcln has been in son have returned to their home in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clark of W il Mrs. James MdCourt is very ill Sal)em visiting Mr. and Mrs. Rice. 1 Revere, Mats., after visiting the
ton were in town Saturday to at suffering from spinal meningitis.
Mrs. Jonah) Morrill and! daughter former’s sister, Mrs. Arthur R ob
Mr. and Mts. Walter Durrell spen have moved to Farmr|pgton wjhiere ertson for two weeks.
tend the funeral of Mrs. Sara BLethr
en.
Sunday with relatives :n Freeman.
they have taken rent and Miss Ber
Mrs. Frank O. Dyer of Bayamon
Several from torwhi went to Strat
Miss Ethel Brackley o f Freeman nice will enter th.e Normal school.
Porto Rico, wlio aas been at King
ton last we,ek to attend the ball was a caller in town Monday.
Mrs. Bennm© Hardy is some better. and Bartlett camps for several
(Special to Maine Woods.)
game and horse tiot.
Dr. J. W. Trefethem o f Wilton was
weeks lias returned home.
Mr.
Strong,
Sept. 16— Mrs. Maria
Mr. Puringtpn of thle firm
of a caller in town Tuesday.
Dy,er was here last' year and' stepp
Buckley an<l Miss Nellite Dagget of
TAYLOR HILL, STRONG.
ed at The Sargent several weeks.
Samuel Johnson and family frqm
Bangor are visiting Mrs. Z. M. James F. Will1 and’ Co. o f Brun
swick
spent
a
few
days
in
town
last
c
ana(ia
have
been
recent
guests
Vaughan and family.
of
It iis very cold here fpif this
week the guest of Mr. Will at hiisi Mr. Johnson’s nephew, Ephraim
time cl’ year.
i
Sept. 16.
Dennis Soul from Buxton is in
summer homeJohnson.
They made the trip by
Mis. Addle Vaughan hast been
town the guest of Walter Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Lander amd
Esca Maines, former principal cff automobile.
visitciag her niece, Mrs. Daisy Mc Mrs. Jones of Kingfaeldi and' Mrs.
'The corn shop is running with
the Hight school left town last
Mrs. C. V. Starbird is suffering Lain, at Stratton the past few days. Charles Ripley and son Phillip, of
a large crew, the heavy' frost dam
Thursday for Ot©bo, where he wall
Mrs. M. R. Gray is visiting her Melrose, Mass., recently visited) Mr.
aged the com so it made it nec attend school the coming year. He from a severe cold.
daughter,
Mrs. Etta Nutting.
Lander’s sister, Mrs. George Doug
Rex Parsons from Dead' River
essary to run >what was ready out, was accompanied? b)y Niel Luce,
Master
Harry
Johnson
spent
Sun
lass.
Mr. Lander and Mr. Ripley
and
Miss
Hazel
Douglas^
from
as soon as possible.
whq will also
tend scho.ol there
day with his cousin. Master Clar went to thle top of Cranberry peak
Eustis
are
attending
High
school
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dingle,y o f this year.
ence Nutting.
while here a/ad took some pictures
in town.
West Farmington spent Sunday iin
Mrs. Lida O'Corner and little
of the Scenery.
They came in Mr.
Husking
corn
at
the
corn
shpp,
A
gloom1
of
sadness
was
cast
over
town.
son FrCiaces, have recently return
Ripley’s auto.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Hodgdcn of ed from a visit with Mrs. Norman town Tuesday morning when it was is the order ctf the day with those,
There was a heavy frost and
learned that Mrs. Ado, w ife of Al that can’t leave home.
Oakland visited Mr. and Mrs. John Butler o f Phillipls.
freeze which killed all of the gar
bert
Daggett
hadl
passed
away
at
A
heavy
frost
in
this
part
of
the
son Burbank a few days recently.
Clifford Wcxthley has gone to
dens. last week.
Charles Thom pson has been quite New' Hampshire to attend school her homo after an illness o f several town Sunday night.
weeks.
Although
her
death)
was
Margaret Fetter has1 come out
ill the past week.
He is, how  the c.oming year.
Lindon Smith rind family and Harever, somewhat better at this w rit
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Lynn of no unlooked for, itt came as a great I -,ung gius-Js X[,tuiuj pun paaqiuim; Sj from Round Mountain wjhere) she has
been working.
ing. \
Medford, Mass., are receiving con  shock to the community. The) fun day at Porter lake.
Miss H orten ^ Sjmdith, isi in F a f gratulations on the birth of a eral services will be- heldi this Thurs
Miss Hazel Spearim -has finished
A more
mingtom visiting relatives.
work at The Sargent and returned
daughter to their home Sept. 11, day afternoon at 2 o'clock.
EAST MADRID
The store formerly occupied by Virgin a Lynn, SVi pounds.
to her home at North Anson.
Mr. extended notice wiM be given next
Byron and Fogg is being thoroughly Lynn was formerly from this toavn week.
Mrs. Hannah) Bean has returned
Mrs. F. J. Ward o f Wilton is in
repaired for Harry Chandler of Phil and a host of frhtCds extend con 
to Kingfield after visiting
her
Sept.
15.
tcwtn visiting her daughter,, Mrs. W.
lips, who will open a furnitiure store gratulations.
daughter, Mrs. Will Cox and) other
Mrs.
Rebecca
Small
of
California
and undertaking rooms.
Mr. and'
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Sutherland P. Holman, for a few* days.
She is going to
wh.o has spent several) we,elks with) relatives in tojwn.
Mrs. Chandler will soon move here- of Providence, R. 1., are visiting
Roscoe Welch still! remains very her daughter, Mrs. Cora Wheeler, is work for Mr. O. L. Brooks this
Mrs. Chandler was Miss EHla Beal Nelson Walker and family.
ill suffering from typhoid fever. His now visiting Mrs. E. Webster o f winter at Kingfield.
of this tow n and has metay fritnds
J. F. Will and family expects to many friends hope for his recovery.
Mrs. Edith Sprague o f Flagstaff
Freeman.
who will be glad to welcome thejm return to their home i/i Brunswick
C. V. Starbird, son Raypiond) and
is
sewing for her sister, Mrs. Har
Mr. and Mrs. John •Tewksbury otfi
to town.
this week.
Their many friends wi Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Starbird went
ry Sylvester.
i
Camden
spent
their
“
honeymoon”’
at
Martin Conncly o f Wilton was in be sorry to loose them from town.
to Solein Monday and were callers
F.
H.
Thorpe’s.
town a Lew days recently and
Miss Grace Spencer has been at A. W. Starbird’s.
Mrs. Solon Mecham was the guest
visited his sister, Mrs. Myron With* very sick the past) few days.
Mrs. George Richardson of Brun
of
her mother and sister; Mrs. Orerell and. family.
The community wasi greatly sad swick is visiting her sister, Mrs.
MAYOR PLANS AMUSEMENT
Mrs. Edmond Sprague was call dened last Wednesday,, Sept. 10, Fr.ed Daggett and Mrs. Charles r.en MjcKeeme amd Mrs. Harry Ham 
den of Drdyen, a few days last week, P h ila d e lp h ia Executive Would Make
ed to Boothbay Harbor last week when it was learned that Mrs. Sara, p,ease<
Ralph. Stilman has returned to
Roof of the City Hall Into a
by the serious illness o f her father, wife of the late Williargl Blethsn
Frank Day of Bedford, Mass., lias
Summer Garden.
Mr. Foster.
Mrs. Etta True is had passed away at her hqme o: been in toviu the past week visiting Barnjum’s and is attending school.
Mrs. George Barnjum entertained
keeping house for her1 during her Main St., Mrs. Bletben was, tforn Laforest Boston and other old
Philadelphia.—If the plans of Mayor
Mrs. Frank Parnjum and daughter
absence.
in Strong, Me., December 19, 1849. 1friends.
Mr. Day was born in Avon
Blankenburg are carried out, the roof
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hutchinson
She was the daughter erf! Eliza Me., and it was his first visit to of Kingfield at dinner one day lapt of the Philadelphia city hall will be
week.
and Mr. Frink; o f Arlington, Mass., Chamberlain and George Hunter. Maine since 1860.
utilized next summer as a garden for
Dr. Currier of Phillips was call j the free use of the public. A glass
were in town last week, called here She has spent the greater Part of
Mrs. H. N. Luce and son Neil
by the death of Mrs. Sara Bleth.- her life im Strong, having lived a were in Farmington cne day last ed to Barnjum’s last Sunday even j awning is planned for stormy weather,
ing to dress a badly bruised finger j There will be musical concerts eve
« ti.
; few years in and around Boston. week on a business trip.
nings by the Philadelphia orchestra
for Pat Kelley.
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Leighton Went ! She was a Very devoted* Christian
Miss Sara Will, Miss Carrie Lee,
Ray Welts avas a guest in Avon and the Municipal band. The entire
to Farmington Sunday and visited j woman, a member o f the Baptist Miss Alice Smith and Mrs. Walter
cost of the project is to be defrayed
last Sunday.
1
J. C. McLeary and family until j church, in West Somerville^ Mass.
out of the annual appropriation to the
Bradford teck an automobile, ride
Monday night.
A charter member of Eastern Star tq Phillips one night last week.
mayor’s office.
Miss M'i'na E. Stevens of K,?n - ' O. E. S. Oppalunski chapter, a memnebunk spent last week in tolwn I her of the Retekahs and Queen
the guest of Mrs. L. A. Worth’ey ; Esthers.
Kind of Boy He Liked.
She was always ready
NORTH PHILLIPS
,
j
. Sept. 15.
Mother—Is James a nice boy for you
and family.
She went Saturday |by word or deed to help those Ji
Quote a number from towji at to play marbles with, sonnie? Sonnie
to Augusta where she will teach 1trouble or sorrow.
Her husband
Sept. 16.
tended
the fair at Stratton Wed- — Sure. .1 can beat him every time.
the coming year.
Miss Stevens died last winter after being an in
Mrs. George French of Lowell, ' nesday and Thursday, Sept. 10 and
valid for many years and her care has. been visiting Mrs. Gerry Nick
11.
and devotion to him was constant.
erson for thie past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McCarrou
REST AND HEALTH TO MOTHER AND CHILD.
It could we/ll be said of her, “ to
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hinkley cu have gone to Massachusetts to
M r s . W i n s l o w ’ s S o o t h i n g S y r u p has been
used for over SIXTY YEARS by MILLIONS of klaow her was to love her.”
Which is Better—Try an Exqeriment or
Madrid visited relatives in this! visit the latter’s sister.
MOTHERS for their CHILDREN WHILE
One child was born to her George
. , ,
,
.
TEETHING, with PERFECT SUCCESS. It
No ace a few1 days last! week.
Torn)
Tague
of New Portland is
Profit by a Phillips Citizen’s Exper
SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS, Hunter Blethen, who died when.
Mr. tYOid Mrs. John Stinchfield having supplies hauled to Jim
ALLAYS all PAIN ; CURES WIND COLIC, and
ience
She leaves an? adopt were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dana
is the best remedy for DIARRHtEA. It is ab month® old.
Pond where be is going to log
solutely harmless. Be sure and ask for "M rs.
ed
daughter,
Mrs.
Edgar
McPhail,
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,” and take no other
Stinchfield last Sunday.
again this winter.
Something new is an experiment.
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
with whom she has lived and' two
Mrs. E. Kenisten has been stop
Mrs. George Douglass and WarMust be proved to be a® repre
gi’cil adchildLcn, Selma and Laurice
ping with! her son, Mr. Fred K,©iasented.
McPhail, beside a host of relatives iston for the past week.
PROPOSALS
The statement of a manufacturer
and friends to mourn her depart
rtil of the torm ent of rheumatism.
Mr. David Williams of Avon is G et
*300.000.00
FOU R PER CENT
Th at you can do by rid d in g y ou rself is not convincing proof of merit.
ure.
stopping for a while with his daugh- o f the cause. W ea k and in active k id 
BON DS F O R ST A T E
But the endorsement of
friends
neys a llo w u ric acid poison s to rem ain
The funeral service was held
By virtue of the authority vested in him under
G.ecrg.e French: visited friend?; in in the blood and rheum atic pains is.
Chapter i3o of the Public Laws of 1913 and under i from h,er late home Saturday afters
w
o
lle
n
and
a
ch
in
g
jo
in
ts
fo
llo
w
.
|ter, Mrs. Abel Hinkley of Bray hill.
the direction of the Governor and Council, the I
"w n
t . tt i
T a k e F o le y K id n e y P ills to ease you
Now; supposing you had a bad
Treasurer of the State of Maine offers for sale nOOU conducted by' Ri©V. W. P. H © '“
Ella Nickerse/n and Mrs. o f the pain and torm ent. “They w ill
coupon bonds of the State o*f Maine in the denom- m.p« r
t
, , pet th e
i*p o sitiv e ly and perm anen tly build up back,
inations of 3100, $200. $500 and $1,000. in the ag- m a n
n e r m (l u esx >
SCI
George
French,
visited
friends
th^
kidneys.
restore
their
norm a]
gregate principal amount of $300;000. and mator- j
A lame, weak, or aching one,
a ction and keep the uric acid crysta ls
ing serially from one to forty years, bearing date I
_ _______ —: -■ ----------- .
------- — Salem one day last week.
o b f o f the blood and body. Try them.
Would you experiment on. it?
of September first. 1913, and interest at four per
It.
H.
PREBLE,
D
ru
g
g
ist.
Mrs. May Hinkley, who Iras' been
T H E R E N E W A L A S T R A IN .
cent, per annum, payable semi annually. Said
You will read of many so-called
bonds to be denominated “ State Highway Bonds ”
V a ca tio n is over.
Attain the school carJjig for her daughter, Mrs. Har
Said bonds will be awarded to the highest bidder bell rin g s at m orn in g and at noon,
cures.
conforming to the conditions herein contained.
a gain w ith tens of th ou sa n d s the hard ry Mecham of Madrid returned! heme
No bids for said bonds at less than par will be est kind o f w o rk has b egu n, the re  last Sunday.
Endorsed by strangers from far
received.
n ew a l o f w hich is a m e n ta l and ph ysi
away
places.
No bids for any part of said bonds conditioned cal stra in to all e x c e p t the m ost
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Himkley were
upon the length of the term they shall run w ill ru gged . The little grirl th a t a few days
It’s
different wlheu the endorseguests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
R.
be received.
a g o had roses in her ch eek s, and the
In the event of an over subscription for said little b o y w h ose lips w ere then so red
ment comes from home.
bonds by two or more bidders at the same price, you w ou ld have in sisted th a t they had Lander last week.
they being the highest bidders thereon, the bonds been ‘‘ kissed by s tra w b e rrie s .” have
Easy to prove local testimony.
to think of
will be divided among them m proportion to the alrea dy lost som eth in g o f the appear
Read this Phillips case:
amount of their respective bids, and case of such ance o f health. N ow is a tim e when
WEST FARMINGTON
apportionment the amount, of short term bonds m any ch ild ren should be g iv en a tonic,
Henry W. True, tailor, Main St.,
received by each bidder will be determined by the w hich m ay a vert much s e rio u s trouble,
Treasurer of the State by lot, unless the several and w e k n ow of no o th e r so highly to
Phillips, Me. say®: “ I never use any
bidders awarded such bonds agree.
be recom m en ded as H o o d 's Sarsaparilla
other kidney medicine hut Doan’s
Bids will be opened at the officeof theTreasurer w h ich stren gth en s the n erves, perfects
Sept. 15.
t
of State on the first day o f October, 1913, at two d ig estion and a ssim ila tion ,
and aids
Kidney Pills..
They answer
my
A hea,vy frost visdtedJ us last
o’clock.
m ental dev elopm en t bv b u ild in g up the
JOS. W. SIMPSON.
purpose.
You
may
continue
publish
w h ole system .
w.qek.
Sunday
wasa
v,ery
cold
Treasurer of State.
Leave your orders at
Advt
ing my former endorsement of this
day.
1
remedy.
I have procured
Doan’s
The funeral of Mrs. Charles) Edes
GEO. BEAN’S STORE
Kidney Pillsj at Cragin’s drug store
was held at the M. E. church last
or at my residence, Pleasant St.
week. ,
(now Preble’s Drug store) and they
Mr. Bernard Viir'Vig was called to
have never failed to give me re
lief from kidney disorders. I am
FRANKLIN COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY Phillips last week by the death of
his brother, Eugjene Vining.
only too willing to
recommend
THE WATKINS MAN them.”
W. B. Clark ha^ been spending
FARMINGTON,
-’
two weeks wt::th his1 daughter, Mrs.
Adrt-

LARGE CREW
IN CORN SHOP

Strong Woman Passes Away—
New Furniture Store to be
Opened.

EUSTIS

JUDGE E0R YOURSELF

Now is the time

STOCK AND
POULTRY TONICS.

74th A N N U A L SHOW AND FAIR
OF THE

ERNEST L. MILLS,

September 30th, October 1st and 2nd, 1913.
For this event SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD in
addition to regular trains will run Special Trains as follows:Leave Phillips. 7.30 A. M., Sept. 30th, Oct. 1 and 2.
Leave Phillips. 12.01 P. M October 1 and 2.
Leave Kingfield. 7.00 A. M„ Sept- 30th. Oct. 1 and 2. Leave Rangeley, 6.00 A. M , October 1 and 2.
Leave Bigelow, 6.00 A. M., October 1st.
RETURNING leave Farmington for Strong. Phillips and Kingfield, at 6.00 P. M. each day of
the Fair and for Ringeley and Bigelow, October 2nd.
And will sell tickets at the following low rates of fare for the round trip;
Strong
$ fO
Kingfield,
31.00
Phillips.
$ .75
Redingt^n,
1 25
Salem.
.75
Carrabasset.
1.25
Madrid
1 00
Dead River,
1.50
Reeds,
LOO
Rangeley.
1.50
Sanders.
.1.00
Bigelow
1.50
Ticket" on sale Monday. Sept 29t.h to October 2nd lr elusive. Good for return October 3rd.

EVERYBODY COME as this is one of the best Fairs in the State.
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

F . A. LAWTON, Superintendent.

DO YO U F E A R CONSUMPTION?

No m a tter how chronic y o u r cou gh
or how severe y ou r throat or lu n g a il
ment is, Dr. K in g ’s New
D iscov ery
w ill surely help y ou ; it m ay sa ve y ou r
life. Stillm an Green, of M a lich ite. Col.,
w rites: ‘‘T w o d octors said I had co n 
sumption and cou ld not live tw o years.
I used Dr. K in g ’ s New D is co v e ry and
am alive and w e ll.” Y ou r m on ey r e 
funded if it fa ils to benefit you . The
best home rem edy fo r cou gh s, colds,
throat and lung troubles.
P rice 50c
and $1.00. G uaranteed by R . H. Preble.
Phillips;
1,. L.
Mitchell,
Charles Dyer, Strong; H .
Rangeley.

K in g fie ld ;
C. Riudle,

/~Y

ut

fti t (j&

HE Business. Shorthand aid Tekgiaihy Ccuifcs of this Sclcc) 1c*«U<r with U r 1 elr rf
its Position Department has bftn the meais cf slaitirg thcuuids ( f jc u ig ft tn ar.d
Women on the road to a successful caietr in the Eusiref s V crld. W ist it his dt re fir
others it is reasonable to supi tse it can do fir j cu. Wiiie fi r Pite Cataiigne. I c it ln d ,
Bangor and Augusta. Summer School at South Casco.
F. L. SHAW, Pres’dent, Portland. Me.
G. D. HARDEN, Treasurer. Bangrr. Me.____

T
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

New fall over
coats for boys and
men.
Boys’ overcoats
3 to 17 years.
Y o u n g m e n ’s
overcoats 14 to 20
years.
Men’s overcoats
f r o m 34 c h e s t
measure up.
Overcoats w ith
convertible collars
and with plain col
lars Finest fab
rics latest fashions.
Prices $3.00 to
$6.00 f o r b o y s ’,
$10.00 to $20.00 for
young men’s and
men’s.

Sedgeley £> Go.

T h » £>amdy River and Rangeley
Lakes railroad will run theiir usual
■excursions to the Franklin County
Fair at Farmington, Sept. 30, Oct.
1 and 2> at low rates o f fair. N ot'
ioe the advertisement im another
column.
The two boots marked “ Crumbs of Comfort'’ are made
Saturday, Sumner E. Austin of
by the Davis New Process. One cut shows the regular size
Batli) will join, Mrs. Austin iih Ph il'
boot, the other cut shows a large, roomy boot that will fit
lips and in company w|ithi Mr. and
any foot. These boots have rubber heels and are first class
Mrs. D. F. Field will spielndi a few
for the house, easy to the foot and good to wear. The price
days at Kennebago.
Selden Iv. Parker lias entered the
is $2.00. Sizes 3 to 8.
employ of the J. W. Brackett! com*
The third cut shows an up-to-date $2.00 boot. We also
pauy to learn the printer’s ^busin
have like styles in a $3 00 boot in both lace and button, high
ess.
or low heel, black and russett.
Drew, the little son o f Mr. and
Mrs. Oisoar Beede, got quite a fall
aon day last week and cut a gash1in
hits forehead.
,
'
The beautiful aster® o f Mrs. Wall
Austin have been admired by many.
Mrs. Austin always lias beautiful
flowers and many of them.
Mias Emma Timberlake, who has
spent sometime with her aunt, Miss;
Luette Timberlake, went to Liver
more where she will visit relatives
for a few days.
From, there she1
will return to her home im Canton,
Mass.
Mrs. Henry True, who has be»efn
Visiting/ here, aLstey-in* lav.*
Charles Cushman for several weeks,
returned home Monday.
Mrs.
Cpshmam aooompa/nied her for a
short stayMrs. J. W. Brackett is the guest
of Mrs. D. F. Field at her cottage
at Weld for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. George Stevens of
Farmington weere the week endguests o f Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Aus
tin.
■asnojT uoti'PH
Mr. and Mrs. H. Frank Lancaster
eiq}
sseatiBAv sb peAo[diue- si uoi of Richmond announce the engage
-S'uruiaB^i jo pxa&OH oissaa estpi
ment o f their daughter, Alice May,
Mrs. Ed West of Range Ley was in to Carl B. Beedy o f Phillips, Maine.
town a few days this week.
Nathaniel Tootbaker is building
The Annual Bath| Excursion copies an addition to his residence.
to Phillips and Ramgeley Saturday
Mtiiss Corbelia T. Crosby wa® at
of this we,ek.
home for the day Monday.
Hugh Pendexter, the Maine author
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Lawton) ,wer©
says the Bangor News introduces a in Auburn over Sunday.
new character to his readers in
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P earcy oft
the October number of. Short Stor Pawtucket, R. I.„ are visiting Mr.
ies under the caption of “ Get and Mrs. Lionel Allen o f Strong.
There” Brown.
As the nicknapie They will come to Phillip,h later to
indicates,, Brown possesses1 an in visit Mrs. Georgia Masterma/n.
domitable spirit.
Howi he matches
J. M. T,eague plans to attend the
cunning with cunning when he rneelil 50th anniversary of the 2nd Maine
the “ Headhunters” and flights clear Calvalry which will be held1 ity
w ith
the
dtajniiondlsf
malices Augusta the 23rd of this month,,
up ,an exciting story o f adventure.
Mrs. Emma Shepard and Mr. and,
Mr. Pendexter will he pleasantly re Mrs. Charles Wheeler returned froity
membered t>y many Phillips) people
-akew'pod Saturday where they have
as a former principal' o f the High been attending the/ Spiritulust meet
STORM BOOTS $3.00.
school.
•
ings,.
Beaute Shoes $2.00.
Rev. Wm. W. Laite, who has been
The horsemen otf) the town h^-.v.e
supplying in Phillips since Decem »een busy the last fewt days trying
Bostonians and Little Trojans for Children and Misses,
ber, 1912 has
been released from out their horses cm the track.
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and $2.00.
this charge by District Snpt. J. M.
The Ladles Social Union met witty
Frost and appointed at North Y ar Mrs. F. N. Beal Tuesda}’.
mouth, Me.
Although! his resi
dence in Phillips has been short, Mr
The h e a lin g d em u lcen t Q ualities o f
Lailte leaves many friends who are
o le y ’s H onev and T ar C om pou n d are
sorry to have him go and) wish him F
not du plicated in any o th e r m e d icin e
Farmers’ telephone
for co u g h s and colds. A n y su b s titu te
success in his future work.
offered you is an in ferior a rticle . R e 
Phillips, Me.
No. 2 Beal Block,
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Emery, Miss fuse to a ccep t it fo r it can n ot p ro d u ce
the healingan d s o o th in g
e ffe ct o f
Ruth! Emery, Mr. and Mrs. Elias F o le y ’ s H on ey and T a r C om pou n d.
sist upon the genuine, w h ich c o n 
Field, Ralph HalLett and William In
tains no opiates.
R. H. P R E B L E . Druaiclst.
Lambert arrived from, Boston by
I-------------------------------------T
Adv« !
automobile Friday night and/ were
guests of H. H. and D. F. Field.
Saturday inn company with Mr. and
I have just returned from
Mrs. H. H. Field the party went to
the
city with a fine line of
Kennebago for a few days.
They
were joined there by Mr. and, Mrs. millinery.
As Ishall close
Frank Hubbard ami! Mr. and Mrs.
AT
out
my
whole
stock this fall,
Charles Glavin of Bostcin.
J. Scott Brackett1returns to Bo;w- all goods will be sold at a
m
doinham college Saturday for his very reasonable figure.
m THE GROCER
PHILLIPS, ME.
Fresh Oysters.
sophmore year.
Carl Wlaorf went on a short hunt
ing trip, Tuesday .morniiiiug and
brought back three finJe pat ridges.
We .uotiloed Furbish the fore run
ner of the fairs in town Tuesday
morning, >vb,en you! see FurbisH
and his cart you may he sure that
there its a fair iin the vicinity.
Thie chjurdbj parlors have been
dismantled and the furniture' moved.
It is not been diecidted what, plaqe
they will occupy.
,
Mrs. J. C. Terniill returned rec
ently from the markets where she,
has bean purchasing her fall line
of millinery.
A. G. Cronkhltie ha® a fine dis
play of jewelry.
k
D.
F. and C. M. Hoyt wient on
short hifntink trip! Monday, the first
day of thie season) and- secured three
patriidges.
Celia Whitney, who has been,
abroad on the Portland Press Con
test tour will return; Saturday Haight.
She reo rts a very fine trip.
Mrs Stanley Blaisuell has return
ed frottn Range ley where she has
been employed in F. E. Tim berlake’s cottage.
Repairs ar.e being made on both
the lower and the upper dams.
The Kilns’® Daughters annual will
be held Friday evening, Sept. 19,
at Everett Hall.
The Hope Rebecca Lodge recently
purchased a newf piano.
S. L. Thombly expects to start
Dr. Biggin's hors© in the races of
the
North! Franklin Fair this
fall.
I.
Howard D. True is substituting,
on the mail rente! for Marshall H.
Davenport, who is c*n, his vacat.'icin.

SHOES

VIRGIN IA TEMPLE SHOES
$3.00 and $3.50

BUTTERICK PATTERNS IN STOCK

AT THE

CLOTHING
STORE

C. M. HOYT

GROCERIES
j PICKLED SALMON j
CORD WOOD
HATHAW AY
CHEESE

j BEAN’S I
j

D. F. HOYT,

i

Opening Sept. 20.

m
m

MRS. GRACE MITCHELL

No. 5 Beal Block,

WE

S O L IC IT

THE

PATRON

AGE O F T H A T C L A S S O F D E 

Phillips, Maine

P O S IT O R S

WHO

ABSOLUTE

SAFETY

O U R C A P IT A L
OF

C O N 8 ID E R

$110,000.00

AND

F IR S T .

8U RPLU8

GUARANTEES

T H A T 8A FETY, AND OUR
TEREST

RA TE

18 T H E

IN 

H IG H

E 8 T R A T E C O N S IS T E N T W IT H

Agency for Universal

x

I

* L___
|

Home Made.

MRS. J. C. TIRRELL,

TOOTHAKER’ S
MAINE

i

Cash Store

PHILLIPS,
t

B . S. B E E D Y ’S
BACK TO SCHOOL.

The children are trudging the time
worn path, just as other children have
done for generations. But the modern
children should have watches. Twice
a day they should be on time but they
will waste time if they have to guess.
One o f the great lessons o f life is to
learn to spend time carefully. Give
the child a watch—it will teach punctu
ality while the mind is still plastic.
Boys’ watches, $1.00, $2.00 and $5.00.
Girls’ watches $2.00 and up.
Good enough for grown-ups at that.

________ f

Saturday, Sept. 20, 1913.

AT

Bank
PHILLIPS,

Mustard Pickles.

Have just returned from
| Whole Celery Seed,
| Mustard, Cloves, Mixed | market with a beautiful line
of Fall and Winter Millinery,
| Spices, Tumeric Powder i
shall have my
I and Pure Cider Vinegar, $

Phillips National

Open Saturday
Evenings.

Pickle Season

Fresh line of Cookies just in.

OPENING

SUCH 8A FE TY .

Steam Laundry.

I

I
I

m
m

Pears to can.

i
I

-

MAINE.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
IN MAINE WOODS

A. G. CRONKHITE,
Phillips,

-

-

Maine

NOTICE
Please address all communications to
New Sharon, Me. and receive prompt
and careful attention.

FRANK F. GRAVES,
Registered Optometrist
You w a n t to ad vertise w here yen
can get th e best results fro m mono
expended.

T ry M ain e Woods.

